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'With Malice toward None, with Charity for AH, and with Firmness in the Right."
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ROY ROMPS ALL
ANTONIO LUCERO DIES
OVER MAXWELL
SUDDENLY IN LAS
VEGAS
The Roy Ball team went to
a
Maxwell
last Sunday morning
Prohibí-Had Retired as State
acompanied by a fine bunch of
tion Director
imFormer State Prohibition Of- rooters, and proceeded
to
make
mediately
dinner
after
39,
aged
Lucero,
Antonio
ficer
for two terms secretary of a genuine cleaning on the Maxstate of New Mexico, died at well team.
In the first inning the Roy
his home, in East Las Vegas
Monday morning at 5:30 of team made five scores which
seemed to take the pep óut of
stomach trouble.
He was just recently relieved the Maxwell boys and atho they
of the office of state enforce- worked hard thruout the whole
game they were unable to check
ment officer at Albuquerque.
Antonio Lucero, New Mex- the fast playing of the Roy
ico's first secretary of state, Team and wheh the smoke had
was for a quarter of a century cleared away, the score board
a leader in democratic politics (must we tell it?) showed 18
in New Mexico. He was editor scores for Roy and Maxwell 3.
It surely must have been an
and owner of "La Voz Del Pueblo" at Las Vegas from 1893 to off day for the famous Maxwell
1912 and his death came just as pitcher for our boys batted him
sup
he was about to resume the ac- all over the prairies and his
McCar-gweak.
port
was
rather
.management
of
tive editorial
pitcher for the Roy team did
the newspaper.
He served in the state house fine work and his suport was
of representatives, was a dele- excellent thruout the whole
gate to the national democratic game. The Three scores made
convention in 1904, and last by Maxwell, two were made by
year as a candidate for con- the walking of two men and
gress took an active part in the one was made on an error of a
state campaign, touring New Roy player.
There was some complaining
Mexico with R. H. Hanna, candidate for governor. He leaves about the Maxwell Umpire, but
from the number of scores
a family of seven children.
Mr. Lucero was a devout Ro- shown it is not necessary to
man Catholic and all members mention this part of the game,
of his family belonged to the however "Doc" is not one of
Catholic church. Mr. Lucero those Dicthers that walks a
took an active part in the order whole line up of men in one in
of Knights of Columbus, but he ning.
The game had its amusing
also joined other orders includAlas well as the more
features
n
ing the
and those who
ones
serious
Union.
Fraternal
and
liance
Despite his busy life of many made the trip to Maxwell" say
decades, Mr. Lucero found time they enjoyed the game very
to serve with the Prince Rifles much even if the trip up there
of the New Mexico militia, hold- and back was a hard one on ac'
ing the positions of first lieuten- count of the road conditions.
Maxwell has a good bunch of
ant and later captain from 1890
players
but they are hardly a
to 1893.
Mr. Lucero was the father of match for the Roy Team. Roy
seven children all of whom sur- has not lost a game this season
are: .Mrs. and have come out with high
him. They
vive
Antonio
Jr., scores over every team played.
R.
White,
Aurora
Next Sunday and Monday
Delia M., Julia. Edmundo- M.,
plays Raton at Raton ; RaRoy
Paul..
Francis
Elenor and Arturo
His wife was Miss Julianita Ro- ton has one of j the strongest
mero, of Las Vegas, whom he teams ift' the state and Roy exmarried April 8, 1893. She pects to add them to their list
On the
died in Santa Fe May 17, 1915. of defeated teams.
The state house was closed 10th Springer- plays Roy on the
and the flag on thcdome lower- home grounds here and on the
ed to. half mast during the fun- 17th Raton will facé the home
of boys; here. The manager Jlr.
eral of former Secretary
'
Paxton has a ; fine1- bunch 6f
.,
State Lucero.
games lined up'fof the next few
known
Mr. Lucero wás well
friends
months and the' Roy team 'will
many
had
Roy
and
in
here. He having visited in Roy face some of the best players
many times and made numer- in the state during this time
and as a number of these games
ous addresses at this place.
will be played on the home diamond the Roy fans will get to
TO OPEN RESTAURANT
see some extra fine games during the balance of the ball seaRuben Lujan of Clayton has son.
rented the two rooms in the Mc

LETTER RECEIVED FROM PRESIDENT HARDING
BY THE
n
sent a copy of the paper conThe
taining the write up about the New County of Harding
also about the Mosquero Celebration to President Harding
and the following letter was received from the White
House announcing receipt of same.
.
THE WHITE HOUSE
SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

Spanish-America-

.

WASHINGTON

June 22, 1921.

;
My dear Mr. Johnson :
The President has asked me to thank you .cordially
for your Icind letter of June 19th and to assure you that
he deeply appreciates your thoughtful courtesy in sending
him the copy of the
He is very, much
gratified by your good wishes.;
Spanish-America-

n.

Sincerely yours,.

.

Mr. Wm. G. Johnson,
Roy ,;. New Mexico.

Geo B.

o,

--

Spanish-America-

-
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:

Grath building next to the pool

hall and is making the necéssary
arrangements to open up a first
class Restaurant and short order. Mr. Lujan has been working in the Ecklund Hotel in Clay
ton the past 15 years and comes
highly recommended, as a cook
and restaurant keeper. He has
moved his family to Roy and
will be ready to serve the public
not later than next Monday.
for his ad next
Watch the
week!
S-- A.

'

IT'S A GIRL

In Session All Week
o
The County Commissioners
met in Call session last Tuesday

'

morning at the County Seat
with all three Commissioners
present, Raymundo Arguello, of
District no. 1, Eufracio Gallegos
of Dristrict No. 2 and J. H.
Crane of District No. 3. Mr.
Woodward, District Attorney of
this Judical District was also
present to advise the Commissioners in' the starting off of
the New County. Judge Lieb
came down from Raton Wednesday and was present at the
Wednesday session and approved the different County officers
bonds and attended to numerous
other matters.
The Commissioners organia
ed Tuesday morning by electing
E. F. Gallegos chairman and immediately proceeded to business.
The first matter taken up was
the ordering of the necessary
books, blanks records and other
needed, paraphanalia for the different County Officers. The
Contract for the record books
was let to a Hutchinson Kansas

Quay line to the Montoya. and
Baca Grants and thence up the
San Miguel Co. line to the S. W.
comer of Section 9, T. 18 N. 11
28 east, thence north two milt?3
to the Twp. line and east 10
miles to the Twp line between
Ranges 29 and 30 thence south
6 miles on this Range line to
the S. W. corner of T. 18 N. of
R." 30 East, thence east on Twp
line between Twps 17 and 18 to
Range 34 the east side of the
Cdunty, thence south on the
east County line to Quay Co.
line.
District No. 3. Commencing
at the N. E. comer of Twp 21
N. R. 33 E. thence west on Twp
d
line between Twps
22,
for 24 miles to the N. W. corner of T. 21 N. R. 30 east,
thence south of Range line between 29 and30 to the S. W.
corner of T. 18 of R. 30 East
and thence east to' Union Co.
line on Twp. line between ranges 17 and 18, thence north on
east side of County to place of
beginning.
While it is true that District
21-an-

contains the greater, population, yet the Commissionei's
did the best they could 10 .as to
No. 1

locate one commissioner ii' ear.h
District and at the same tiwe
give uniformity to the differ.

house; also some L. C. Smith ent Districts.
typewriters were purchased for .The Board

1
.
'.'(
a
heard
number
of
the different officers." "
"x; petitioners on different 'matters
The next matter taken up was
but these were left over for con-the letting of the contract for sideration at the regular meet- !
the transcription of the- records ing which will:- - be held ;riext
of Harding, County from the week, ' commencing
Tuesday
books of Mora and Union Coun- morning. At this meeting the
ties. This matter was left to different School Budgets will
the lowest bidders for transcrib bo taken up and tse necessary
ty i. typewriters,
tiias oy tax budgets considered. Also
ing,
U,
i.1
method 1..AMA
for temporary
the DhotoErraühic records are;
ty officers will be made,
bunglesome and besides !v ' The' laying out of the differ
easily destroyed and injuried by ent PreCincts, and the number
handling, , and it was therefore
ing' of the School Districts will
considered b'est to have them ta- regular meeting.-ken oc by typewriters. The
The Tax question was taken
transcribing of the Mora County up and E. J. II. Roy was employ
part of the records was let to ed to go to Mora at once and
Phillip Sanchez and the Union transcribe the 1920 and back
County Transcribing to Olhe tax rolls also the 1921 tax rolls,
Teasdale. The gentlemen re and Co. Treasurer Parkes asceiving the contracts are given sisted by W. L. Russel will ' go
6 months to transcribe the re- to Clayton and do the same
cords and they will employ plen work.
ty of help so that the work will
Other matters were discussed
be completed on or before that but it was thought not best to
time.,, Both gentlemen are ab- consider them at a special, meetstractors and are well acquaint- ing and they will come up for
ed with "the records' of their consideration at the meeting
Counties and we have a right during the coming week. ,.
to expect a good and perfect ' All meetings of the Board are
copy, of the records f of our new open
and anyone can be present
County.
and hear their deliberations, for
The matter of.tlividing'the it is the intent of the County
County into Commissioners Dis- Board of Commissioners to be
tricts was taken up during the fair and impartial in all matters
meeting'and the following is the and do that which they deem
jn each Dis- best for the people of the New
territory included
'
'
trict.'
County. They are a fine bunch
District No. 1; Commencing of men and every one in the
on the line' where the áan Mi- County should get acquainted
guel Co. line crosses the Red with them.
River, thence northward up tha
n
will
The
center of said river to township have the full proceedings pub22 north, thence north two miles lished later so the people of the
to Section 30, Twp 23 N. R. 2i New County will know just
E. thence east on this north what is being done in the Counline to the east side of Township ty. 27 thence south two miles to the
All the bonds of. the different
Twp. line between Tow.islups officers have been approved with
22 arid 23 and thence east 12 probably one or two exceptions ;
miles to the N. E. corner of The different officers are
range 29, Twp 22, thence south
the present iri the
along range line between rarges Public School Building with the
29 and 30 to the Southeast cor- exception, of the County Superner of Twp 19, R. 29 east thnce intendent of Schools who is now
W. holding the- Harding, County
west on this line to the
corner of section t in Twp 18, Normal Institute in Roy.,
N. R. 28 east, thenco south on
Now that we" have;the-New- ,
4
and
west
side
sections
of
the
County' going, and everything
9 to the Bell pasture, and thence working in harmony, it is our
west on the north side of the duty to get behind the County
Montoya Grant to the Red Riv Officers and help make Harding
'
v.,-er.- ir :.
County the banner County of
District No. '2 Birgi.u 'on' the .New Mexico.
Quay Co. iine and follows" ths
.

.

-

.

I

"'."Hrangements

.

"It's a Girl", those were the
words that "Pete" Montoya
gave us when, he came down
town Thursday .morning, and
talk about a "Smile" Pete sure
had one from ear to ear. .. He
says she is the finest ever and
also gave us the fact that his
wife presented the babe to 'him.

in the early morning , hours tf
Thursday. Pete is passing 1? e
cigars around to the. boys this
morning and the grand parents
both Montoyas and Romeros are
among our' proudest people this
vweefc.
Well Pete here's hoping
she will become one of our great
est Suffragists.'.
Dr. Gibbs was in attendance
and reports all concerned doing
.

Mrs. Ray. R. Leachis reported
dangerously, ill at her home it
the south part of town. Every
thing possible is being done for
her' but. 'her condition does not
seem to improve under the skillful care ofher physicians.
nicely.

COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS
ORGANIZE; EUFRACO F.
GALLEGOS ELECTED
CHAIRMAN

:

,

.

,

.

Spanish-America-

....... .......... ...

Large Cans Baked Beans Heinz
Small Cans Baked Beans Heinz . . ; .
Quakers Milk Macaroni and Spegetti
. .
Gallon Blackberries
Gallon Red Plums

DRY
Georgette Printed

.........

Pepperell, Sheeting
,

.

9-- 4

.

. . ;

.25c

15c
.12V2C

$1.15
.75c

. . .

. .

.

.....

.

.65c per pair.

,......$1.50
v

.

......
.

(Watch this space every week)

per yard.

.45c per yard.

12Vc per pair
65c per yard.
';

ROY TRADING COMPANY

?'H

A

Profitable Pifo

'

dom-icile'dif- oi

UOODS

Men's Overalls, good gradé
Cotton Poplins
Ladies Hose v.;

.

.

tflYdeCf;.

'''r

.

.

h--

Christian Jr.
Secretary to the President.
1

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
HARDING COUNTY INSTI'
ORGANIZE IN ROY;
TUTE IN FULL SWAY
LARGE NUMBER OF
C IIARTER MEMBERS
The Harding County Institute
is m iuii sway this week in the
Roy has added another Order
ouuaings on to her numerous Fraternities.
iiimuaa
Third Street. The Institute is The, latest addition being the
in charge of County Supermten- - establishment of a Knights
of
vu i
aim ua. fythias Lodge at this place last
i.u.ui
baturday evening. The Lodge
tor and Miss Anna Pankratz as was. organized by Deputy
Grand
Instructor.
Chancellor Galles of AlbuquerOver twenty teachers are en- que and he was also the instirolled and good work is being tuting officer of the Lodge Sat- -.
done by those in attendance. urday night assisted by
the Daw
Quite a number of teachers son Crack Drill of
Dawson
the
have gone to Las Vegas to at- Lodge.
tend Summer School as they
Quite á large number of mem
were not aware that the New bers accompanied the team
from
County would have an Institute Dawson to. see
they gavel
that
this year and this has caused a the Roy boys what was coming
smaller attendance than might to them and from what an outhave been expected under ordi- sider can learn on work of this
nary circumstances. The Insti- nature, they surely got all that
tute was prepared by Mrs. Grace was coming to them. After
Ogden of Mora County while we the initiatory and degree worK
were yet a part of that County was conferred on the large
and Mrs. Ogden came over Mon- class, a fine banquet was served
day and turned the Institute by the Elite Cafe to the memover to Mrs.. Coffeen the New bers and visitors.- After the
Superintendent.
banquet the election of officers
a
nil
ine worK11done is 01 a review and installation ).c place and
nature and one can get a great the following c
were
number of helps in the school stalled, to guide '
of
work by attending the insti- Roy Lodge No.
- "l
of
tutes. The Examination for Pythias, for the c. '
teachers will be held the last Chancellor Comma
two days of the institute, next Caris, Vice Chancello
Friday and Saturday and quite der Ray B. Carr, Pre
a number will take this examin- Busey,. Keeper of Record
ation.
Seals J. C. Hester. Master
"
Mrs. Logue has been in insti- Chequre E. J. H. Roy,
tute work in New Mexico for Work W. II. McCarger,Mask.
Mast
years, she having had charge of of Finance Fred S. Brown, Masthe Wagon Mound-Mor- a
insti- ter of Arms P. C. Haines, Inner
tutes during the years that Bias Guard Harry Evans, Outer
Sanchez was Co. Supt. of Guard II. A. Gray, Past ChanSchools of Mora County and for cellor F. S. Brown, Grand Lodge
the past few years has been Representative S. E. Paxton..
teaching in. a college in Idaho
The following are the Charter
She was the Republican nominee Members of the newest Fraterfor State Superintendent of nal Organization of Roy :
Schools of Idaho was defeated R. E. Alldredge, II. A. Gray,
by only three votes. She is Ray Busey, W. R. Irwin, W. H.
considered one of the strongest McCarger, F. S. Brown, V. V.
Institute workers in New Mex- Caris, John Whiting, C. E. Hob-soico.
C. Ei Anderson, M. H.
Miss Pankratz is a young
E. J. H. Roy, M. D. Gibbs.
lady of considerable experience, SV E. Paxton, Harry Evans, J.
in school work and comes well C. Hester, J. W. Scott, Homer
recommened for the work as in T. Parks. Glenn Coolev. Flovd
structor and the teachers in at V. Hooker, John E. Brown, J.
tendance pronounce
of W. Beck, Rural G. Wade, Floyd
'
the best Non
Ivey, R. C. Barrett, F. L.
"
'
1
they have had
to Schujtz, Henry ' Farr, P.- C.
""""
r
be with.
Haines, Ray B. Carr, R. Kilmur-raThe NormaL begins at 8 A. M.
J. W. Johnson Jr. . Avolt
and continues until 2.30 P; M. Wendland, Dr. Bradford, Chas.
with an hour and a half for diri- - i Weatherill, Jas. Christman, W.
ner, and the public are invited 'T. Jackson, J. M. Johnson
to attend each 01 the sessions
The Lodge has rented the Ma
any day,
sonic Hall for the second and
fourth Monday evenings which
will be their regular meetings.
' A
TAX NEWS.
Ledge starting with
such a large number of Charter
0
Ernest G, Parks, treas and members cannot help making
Col.', of Harding County,
has good, and we expect to see some
gone to Clayton to transcribe good fraternal work come from
the records of the Treas. and the new organization.
The other Fraternal OrganiCol., of Union County and E. J.
H. Roy will leave for Mora with zations of Roy extend welcome
in the next few days on a like to the Knights of Pythias and
congratulate them on their ex
mission.
We are informed that it will cellent start in Roy.
not, take over 10 days to get a
copy, of the tax rolls of Union COUNTY BOARD OF
EDUCATION TO BE
and Mora counties and as soon
NAMED SATURDAY
as Mr. Parkes has the complete
tax rolls of year 1920, he will
Hon. Judge Lieb, our District
be in a position to accept payJudge was in Roy and Mosquero
ment of taxes.
Mr. Woodward the District At Tuesday and Wednesday and no
torney, as we are reliably in- tified the
that he would
formed says' that payment of name the New County Board
taxes should be made to the next Saturday and that the apHarding County Treasurer and pointees should receive their
Collector.'4 Aso ' that
there commissions by Monday. ; we
would be no penalty until after were unable to learn who the apAugust 1st. However there pointees, would be, but the law
may be a small interest charge makes it clear that two of the
of 1 percent per. month as re- members shall be Republicans
quired by law. So get ready to and two of. them Democrats.
District
pay your taxes as we are sure Each Commissioner
the rolls will be transcribed and gets one appointee and District
Mr, Parkes will be ready to is No. 1 the largest' District will
sue receipts by the 15th of July probably get two. ' He also stator sooner. Mr. lioy and Mr. ed that one member of the
Parkes will rush their trans- - Board would be a lady. The
scribing as much as : possible County Board will have practicand think they can have their ally full charge of the Schooja
work completed and inthe Coun of the County with the excepty Treasurer s hands within ten tion of the two independent Dis
days but are sure they will be tricts, Roy and Mills. We wilt
ready by the 15th. Be sure give a full list of the appointees
and pay them before August 1st in next week's paper.
and save the 5 percent penalty.
NOTICE ODD FELLOWS
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NOTICE
On account of sickness in the
family and not being able to
care for all the necessary work,
I am compelled to close the
Elite Cafe for a few days, but
will reopen again just as soon
as I possibly can which will probably be within a week or so.

j0

"

Next Wednesday evening July 6th wiH be Installation of Officers. Every member is requested to be present on this,
evening and assist in the installation. Remember the Lodge
needs you and we are going to
expect you. A banquet will be
served after the Lodge closes.
Vera Caris, N. G.
Tom Strong,-
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AroYouAfllVornOut? IRISH PEACE
Do you suffer daily backache and
tabbing pains feel worn out and dispirited? You shouldn't! You want lo
be well sod the best way to get well
is to find what is making you feel lo
badly. You should look, then, to your
kidneys. When the kidneys weaken
you suffer backache, rheumatic pains
and urinary irregularities; your head
aches, you are tired, nervous and depressed. Help the weakened kidneys
with Doan'i Kidney Pills. Doan'i
have helped thousands. They should
help you. Ask your neighbor!

A Colorado Case
John

Q.
3

Llnden-meie-

Canyon
Collins,

r,

í53

DOAN'S

LLOYD GEORGE ASKS SINN FEIN
TO MEET WITH MEN

kpidJLV

CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.

BETTER
DEAD
Life is a burden when the body
is racked with pain. Everything

worries and the victim becomes
despondent and downhearted. To
bring back the sunshine take

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

Take Aspirin only as told in each
package of genuine Bayer Tablets of
Aspirin. Then you will be following
the directions and dosage worked out
by physicians during 21 years, and
proved safe by millions. Take no
chances with substitutes. If yon see
the Bayer Cross on tablets, yon can
take them without fear for Colds,
Headache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism,
Earache, Toothache, Lumbago and
for Pain. Handy tin boxes of twelve
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoacetlcacldester of Sallcyllcacid.
Lines to Be Remembered.
Write it on jour heart that every
tiny Is the best day In the year. No
man has ever learned anything rightly until he knows that every day is
Doomsday, It. AV. Emerson.

Watch Cutlcura Improve Your Skin.
On rising and retiring gently smear
the face with Cutlcura Ointment.
Wash off Ointment in five minuten
with Cutlcura Soap and hot water. It
Is wonderful sometimes what Cutlcura
will do for poor complexions, dandruff,
Itching and red rough hands.

BRITISH

PREMIER APPEALS TO
DE VALERA TO END STRI?F
IN IRELAND.
(Westers

Newspaper Union News

8enlct.

I

...

London, June 27. Premier Lloyd
George has sent a letter
o both
Eamonn de Valora, the Irish Republican leader, and Sir James Craig, the

Ulster premier, declaring the British
government to be deeply anxious that
King George's appeal for reconciliation
In Ireland shall not have been made In
vain. The letter appeals for a conference between representatives of the
government and southern and northern
Ireland.
The letter Is couched In identical
terms- to both Mr. de Valera and Sir
James, except for necessary verbal
changes.

any colleagues whom you may select.
The government will, of course, give
safe conduct to all who may be chosen.
"We make this Invitation with tho
fervent desire to end the ruinous con
f let which has divided Ireland and
embittered the relations of the peoples
of these two islands, who ought to live
in neighborly harmony, and whose cooperation would mean- so much, not
only to the empire, but to humanity.
We wish that no endeavor should be
lacking on our part to realize the
king's prayer, and we ask you to meet
us as we will meet you, In the spirit
Of conciliation for which his majesty

appealed."
Pleasurable surprise Is expressed by
the London newspapers at Premier
Lloyd George's invitation. It Is pointed
out that this peace move is the most
liberal made thus far, In view of the
fact that no conditions are imposed
for the meeting.
Mme. Curie Sails for Home.
New York. Accompanied by her two
daughters, Mme. Marie Curie sailed for
home bearing many degrees from
American ' universities and two precious packages presented her by American women. One package is a steel-linemahogany box, weighing more
than 250 pounds and holding a gram of
radium, valued at $110,000. The other
package contains half a gram of
valued at $30,000, which the
scientist will use In connection with
the radium in her search for a cancer

d

meso-thoriu-

cure.
Pickford Divorce Upheld.
e
Minden,
Slate Supreme
Court is to be asked to pass upon the
divorce of Mary Pickford and Owen
Moore, which was sustained here 1n a
decision by District Judge' Frank C.
Lnngnn.
Attorney General- Leonard
II. Fowler announced he would appeal
and filed a list of exceptions to Judge
Langan's decision preliminary to that
The action attacking the diaction.
vorce was brought by the attorney gen-eron the ground that the laws covering divorce had not been observed
by the principals.
Nev.-r-Th-

-

Could Fill a Chair All Right.
Dull looking and extremely fat boy
approaches office manager "Excuse
me, mister, did you advertise for a
quick, 1 right boy, to run errands for
you?"

23 Injured In Train Wreck.
Osceola,
Ark. One person
was
killed and twenty-twwere injured
when an accommodation train at the
St. Louis & San Francisco railroad
was wrecked near here. The engine
rolled down an embankment. All passenger coaches but one turned over.
The wreck Is reported to have been
caused by the engine, striking a cow
on the track. Fireman Bromley was
killed, and Engineer McOonachie was
badly scalded and may die. Twenty
passengers were bruised and cut by
flying glass.
o

O

garete

No cigarette has
the same delicious

flavor as Lucky
Strike. Decause

.

Lucky Strike Is the

toasted cigarette.

,

lW. N. U. DENVER,.iN0. .271921.
--

Gompers Is
Denver. President Samuel Gompers

and his entire administration In the
American Federation of Labor have
.

From

News

been

Mr. Gompers received

e
virtually a
vote over John
L. Lewis, president of the United Mine
Workers, his opponent. This was the
fortieth time in the forty-onyears the
federation has existed that the veteran
labor leader, now 71 years old and one
of its founders, has been chosen president. The official result was: Gompers, 25,022 ; Lewis, 12,324.
two-to-on-

e

I'nion

News

IViflfJ

OnEADEO

hail the day we celebrate
Frofi early in the morning
Until when dark has closed around
The midnight bell gives warning.
We celebrate till we are worn
In body, mind and pocket,
The firecracker gaily shoot
'And send aloft the rocket.

Senice.)

The Rock Island has advised the The day on which our fathers signed
Corporation Commission of plans for
The thrilling Declaration
n new $100,000 station at Tucumcarl
And gave unto the waiting world
N. M.
nation.
A pretty, brand-neWork on the federal aid road be The day we notified John Bull,
tween Socorro añd San Antonio, a disarafter.
That itamn and tea-ta- x
tance of ten miles, Is going ahead
That we would run our little show
and much of the grading has alWithout his aid hereafter.
ready been finished.
The New Mexico Cattle and Horse The day we launched the ship of state
Growers' Association will hold Its anWith noisy speechifying
nual meeting at Farmlngton August 25 The forces of the mother land
and 23. The farm bureau picnic will
In stringent tones defying,
be held oh the same dates.
And told ourselves we were grown up
And fully one and twenty
Jesus Medina has been acquitted at
Taos, N. M., on the charge of assault- And what we'd do to anyone
Objecting, would be plenty.
ing Dr. Horatio Taylor, Presbyterian
mission doctor, near Dixon last fall,
as the physician was driving along the Then let the voice we lift be not
Enfeebled or half hearted,
road.
Show
we appreciate the men
The annual convention of the AriWho got this business started
zona Lumber Men's Club was held at
Flagstaff with wholesale and retail And let us raise aloft the flag
With starry emblem clustered
lumber men from all sections of Ari
zona, Texas, New Mexico and Cali- For this is one of those rare days
That cuts a lot of mustard.
fornia in attendance.
1921, Western Newspaper Union.)
With the largest enrollment In the
history of the Normal University at
TO RESTORE MORRIS VAULT
Las Vegas, N. M., Prof. Jonathan Wagner and the board of regents are having a hard time finding quarters for Memorial Tablet Also Will Be Placed
pn Resting Place of Supporter
(he 1,200 students which have been enof Washington.
rolled.
The first quarterly meeting of the
After more than half a century the
New Mexico Cattle and Horse Growburial vault of Gouvemeur Morris, In
ers' Association's executive board was the yard of St. Aun's church, New
held at the Aragón hotel In Magdalena York city, Is to be restored and a
June 20. Many problems connected memorial tablet placed.
with the stock raising In '.ustry wes.
Gouvemeur Morris, who was born
;nl;en up.
January 30, 1752, Is credited with
.ishee and Tombstone claim the dis- writing the final draft of the Continction of having the most typically stitution of the United States. Morris
western titles for streets. Tombstone was elected to the Continental conpoints with pride to Tough Nut street, gress when twenty-fivyears old, and
on which the county courthouse and soon became one of Washington's
jail are located and Sweet Nut street. ablest supporters. He took an active
One of the principal thoroughfares of part in the preparation of the Conllisbee is Tombstone Cañón. Another stitution, and though, according to
bears the title of Urewery Gulch.
Theodore Roosevelt, many of his theThree complaints, containing charges ories were rejected, he remained one
of its warmest advocates. He was
of forgery, embezzlement and attempting to utter a fictitious note, have also active in the framing of the Conbeen filed in Phoenix Justice Courts stitution of the state of New York.
against Fred J. Wright, proprietor of During the French revolution Gouthe Phoenix detective agency of his vemeur Morris was minister pleniname. Warrants have been Issued for potentiary to France, and was. a large
the arrest of Wright, who, when last power in forming the early ties beheard from, was in Ilermosillo, Mexico. tween this country and France. History also credits him with being the
Water was flowing through more
canal,
than half of the town of San Marcial, projector of the Erie
Morrlsanla, the old manor of the
N. M., as a result of two breaks In
Morris family, originally consisted of
the dikes on the Illo Grande. Peo- 1,920 acres in
what is now the Bronx,
ple were moved out of the flooded disNew York city. On the estate all
trict, while large crews were working
the members of the Morris family,
qii the dikes north of the city to premany of them famous In' Colonial and
vent them going out and flooding the Revolutionary history, were burled.
entire town. The flood water did not In 1800,
after the completion of St.
reach the business district.
Ann's church, they were removed to
. Justice of the Peace Nat T. McKee the
vault they now occupy.
of Phoenix has dismissed the case
against lien R. Clark, former deputy
Famous Old Church.
state land commissioner of Arizona.
Although five complaints were filed
against Clark, alleging that he had
committed illegal acts while he held
tho state office, his preliminary hearing was held on one charge only, that
of withholding records belonging to tfte
4
office from his successor.
"
1
The problem of the eight-mil- e
draw
which has been bothering the road
builders of Chaves county, N. M., for
many years will soon be solved by the
It M1
construction of a big cement spillway
fat Roswell. For many years every
time there was a big rain and the
flood waters came down this was
washed out and for a time the road
would be impassable but with the aid
of the highway commission the entire
draw will be cemented.
Andrew B. Stroup of Albuquerque
IK
received his commission as supervising
federal prohibition agent for the bor
rap-Idl-
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According to reports received In Silver City from the Gila country, the
wheat crop this season will be up to
the standard but the straw will be
much shorter than that of last year.
.The wheat Is now heading and if the
weather continues warm the cutting
will start about the first of July. Owing to the increased acreage many of
the farmers have been purchasing new
binders and other machinery to take
,
care of the crop.
In the. Superior Court of Graham
county, at Safford, Ariz., W. F. Lath:
rop,- former manager of the Safford.
brunch of the Gila Valley Bank and
Trust Company, who had plead guilty
to; the embezzlement of some $20,000
of the bank's funds, was given an
sentence by Judge Chambers, the minimum period of imprisonment in the state penitentiary at Florence being one year. The bank was
protected by a bond and has been paid
the full amount of the defalcation by
the bonding company.
Whether the Central Bank of Phoenix will reopen for business will be
determined shortly, according
to
Charles .W. Fairfield, state superintendent of banks, who has returned
from New York from a series of conferences with the surety companies
Tltally interested.
According to Crop Statistician R. T.
Hare, the wheat production for New
Mexico this season will be over 6,000,-Wbushels, this amount being divided
about equal between the spring and
winter crops. The total acreage of the
state U over 00,000.
, ;'
i -
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Christ Church, Boston, from an
Etching by A. H. Haig. This Church
Is More Familiarly Known as. the Old
North Church, Made Famous by Paul
Revere.

.

.

"With the exception of a little milk
toast, which comprised my diet ,for
more than eight weeks, I could not
eat anything," said Capt. Geo. W.
Womble, residing at 105 Jennings St.,
Knoxville, Tenn., a highly respected
citizen of that city.
"I am now able," continued Captain
Womble, "after taking two bottles of
Teniae, to eat practically anything.
I had a badt form of stomach and In
testinal trouble or a long time and
for months my condition had been
such that I suffered agony. I got so
1 could not eat the simplest food. I
tried doctor after doctor and all kinds
of medicine, but nothing that was prescribed for me seemed to do me any
good. I had a terrible pain In my
breast just over my heart and for
weeks and weeks I got no relief.
"I finally got so nervous that I actually dreaded to see night come, as
I could not sleep, and was always so
restless that I would rejoice to see
daylight come, I was also constipated
all of the time. In fact, life seemed
a burden and I was so miserable that
1 was almost on the verge of despair.
Several of my neighbors told me about
Tanlac and advised me to try It.
"I nm personally acquainted with
Mr. Dan M. Chambllss, of the firm of
Kuhlman & Chambllss and when I told
him of my condition and how I suffered he advised me to begin taking
Tnnlac without delay and that It had
relieved hundreds of the best people
In Knoxville.
I have now taken two
bottles of Tanlac and am giving you
this testimonial In the hope that It
may Induce others to take It. Since
taking this medicine J actually feel
like I had been made all over again
with the youth, energy and ambition
of a sixteen-year-olboy."
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggists
everywhere.
Advertisement.
.

d

No Trespassers Allowed.
One of the wings of the plane had
broken and Its pilot, after crashing
through a mass of plunking and, plaster found himself resting on a con-

crete surface

In

utter darkness.

"Where am I?" he asked feebly.
"You're In my celJar," came an ominous voice out of the blackness. "But
I'm watching you." American Legion
Weekly.

CUSTOMS FIFTY YEARS

AGO

Who among us would say
"I
never use a Dentifrice, I never have to?"
Yet Fifty years ago, odd as it may seem,
not one person in 1,000 used a Dentifrice
or even a tooth brush.
So
after more than 30 years of
persistent publicity of Allen's FootEase,
the Antiseptic Powder for the Feet, not
many
people care to confess, "You know I never have to use a
Powder for the Feet!"
More than One Million' five hundred
thousand pounds of Powder for the Feet
were used by our Army and Navy during
the war.
The reason is this: Incasing and confining
the feet in Leather or Canvas Shoes is
bound to create friction, more or less.
Allen's FootEase removes the friction
from the shoes, and freshens the feet. It
is this friction which causes smarting, callouses, corns and bunions. You know what
friction does to your motor-ca- r
axle. Why
not remove it from your footwear by Shaking into your Shoes
Allen's Foot
Ease, the cleanly, wholesome, healing, Antiseptic powder? Get the habit, as millions
now have it.
,
to-da-

Passing of the Dream.
The first year: "My husband's the
most thoughtful man! My dears, he
brought me home a
box of
candy this afternoon!"
Third year: "I wonder what my
husband's been doing. He brought me
home a
box of candy this
afternoon." Buffalo Commercial.
d

d

AN OPEN LETTER
TO WOMEN
Mr. Uttle

Tells How She
Suffered and How Finally
Cured

Work for Liberty Goes On.
Philadelphia, Pa. "I was not able to
The same hand which has guided do my housework and had to lie down
us and shaped us through nearly a
"" ! most oi me time ana
felt bad in my left
century and a half of struggle and

.",...,..

side. My monthly
periods were, irregular, sometimes five
or seven months
apart and when they
did appear wonld3ast
for two weeks and
were very painful. I
was sick for about a'
year and a half and
doctored but without
any improvement.
A neighbor recommended Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to me,
and the second day after I started taking it I began to feel better and I kept
Many Farmer Patriots.
on taking it for seven months. Now I
The fanners among the Declaration keep house and perform all my housesigners were Carter Braxton of Vir hold duties. You can usé these facts as
ginia, William Floyd of New York, you please and I will recommend VegeBenjamin Harrison of Virginia, John table Compound to everyone who suffers
Mrs. J. S. LITTLE, 8455
as I did'
Hart of New Jersey, Stephen Hopkins Livingston
Philadelphia, Pa.
St,
Lightfoot
Island,
Francis
of. Rhode
How much harder, the daily tasks of
Lee of West Virginia and Lewis Moi
a woman become when she suffers from
rls of New York. Carter Braxton of such distressing symptoms and weakness
Virginia recorded his occupation as as did Mrs. Little. No woman should
allow herself to get info such a condition
that of a "planter," but Benjamin Har- because
such troubles may be speedily
rison, also of Virginia, and a planter overcome by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegegrower
of importance In the table Compound, which for more than,
and
James river country, described him forty years has been restoring American
women to health.
- self as a farmer.
achievement, which has converted Sthat
little torch of defiance to tyranny; the
Immortal Declaration, Into a blazing
beacon of liberty to the world, is still
directing our destiny. There will yet,
and soon,' come from the present apparent confusion and reaction another
great forward movement. Our whole
history shows It. The soul of the
American people Irresistibly pushed
them on. We do not celebrate the
Fourth of July as an empty memory.
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SAXOPHONE
Was So Restless He Couldn't
Sleep and Daylight Was
Always Welcome.

...

der district.

mmim

mámate

'

All

All Over

Newspaper

THIS

'

Duncan M. Smith

New Mexico
and Arizona
(Western

"The British government," It says,
"are deeply anxious ,tlmt, as far as they
COLD MEDAL
can assure it, the king's appeal for reconciliation shall not have been made In
vain. Rather than allow another op3k
portunity for a settlement in Ireland
to be cast aside they feel it incumbent
The national remedy of Holland for over
200 years; jt is an enemy of all pains reon them to make a final appeal In the
sulting from kidney, liver and uric acid
spirit of the king's words for a controubles. All druggists, three sizes.
ference between themselves and repreLeak for the aune Cold Medal oa ovary boa
sentatives of southern and northern
ad accept no imitation
Ireland."
As It Impressed Her.
"I write, therefore, to convey the
Mr. Hiihr Some people claim the
following invitation to you as the
world Is (Int. How absurd !
chosen leader of the great majority
The Girl (stilling a yawn) Well, It in southern Ireland, and to Sir James
may be so to them.
Craig, premier of northern Ireland :
Mr. Ilolir Hut you believe It's
"First, that you should attend a conround, don't you?
ference
here In company with Sir
(!irl
It
seems
Yes,
The
awfully
but
James Craig, to explore a settlement;
flat when you're
around. lioston
second, that you should bring with you
Transcript.

ASPIRIN

Southwest

OF ULSTER.

J

V-

FOSTER-M1LBUR-

PARLEY CALLED

ASKS FOR CONFERENCE

Fort
says: "Many
a night I have paced
the floor with a terrible pain In my
hack. The kldnev se
Zj2?Í
un- cretions wereK .........
I I VT x
..fii..i
In passage. Nothlna Mii-rKever helped me like Doan's Kidney Fills. Doans stopped
the pains and made my kidneys normal. I am eighty years old and I
Have never felt better than I do now,"
Cat Doan'i at Any Store, 60c a Bos
Ave.,
Colo.,

NATION'S
BIRTHDAY
:v;- -;-by
-

f
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EASY TO I.IÍAIIN EASY TO PAY
Used in church, band, orchestra,
i
solo write for now bnok.
''Origin of tht Saxophone" Free
MUSIC CO.
ftpnvpr Tolo,
i

KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

L

AUTOMOBILE TIRES
"Erie Cords"

QUALITY

1IFHT

&

"Olympian Fabrics"

SERVICE.

AND

A.

Writ

for

price

list.

HOSFOItn. IBM Aromn St.

AT WHOLESALE.
BUY
Any ulnmu (cti 26 ptr
cent nor for his goods whsn you art not fanltlsr
wits prices. Send for our weekly price list, A63, of
pocerlei tnd supplies.
Whiliu.lt isl-pl- y
Sttekirowers
Co., 152) ISth St., P. 0. Box 1442, Denser.

HOME OF THfc COLE
THE SEST III USED CAR.
ALWAYS

Write
by HSU.

Bsy

Us

for Complete InfornsUoa.
122S BROADWAY

GRUND DRY CLEANING

Cleaned or dyed any color.
work given prompt attention. Grand Building, 17th 4 Losan St.
Garments
n

SHOES REPAIRED
tltBstlsftctory work
here In V. 8. At Denrer prices.
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR FACreturned our evpense.
FRONT,
TORY, YELLOW
155J CHAMPA STREET.

TfTsTiAVC
IJUtr.0
F.ASTMAN

M0

K0OAK

HHISH'NS.
Materials

T
Company.

KODAK COMPANY,
626 Sixteenth Street, .Denver. Colorado.
Pw-W- ar

Prices on Coffee

sample, postSend $1.00 for
SPICE
THE SPRAY COFFEE
paid.
CO., 2 let and Market tin., Uenrer, Colo.

a

SANITARY CLEANING AND DYEING

Mail Orders Olicn

Prompt

10 East Celias.

Attention.

SWITCHES to match your hair correctly in any shade or length. Charles Hair
& Beauty Shop, 410 16th St., Denver, Colo.
FI.OWKItS FOU ALL OCCASIONS.
Park Floral Co., 1643 Broadway.
Hair Goods by
IIEAUTY PAItl.OltS.
mall. Millicent Hart Co.. 721 15th St
N
JEWEI.HY CO. Diamonds, watches, silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Est. 1873.
IIOHM-Alil.E-

JAPANESE RACE EXCEEDS ALL
IN U. S. IN GROWTH IN DECADE
Washington.
The racial composition of the population of the United
States in 1020, ns announced by the
census burean, shows 94,822,431 white
persons, 10,103,013 negroes, 242,959 Indians, 111,025 Jnpnnese, 61,086 Chinese
nnl 9,483 others. The Japanese race
exceeded the rate of growth ill the last
ten years of nil other classes.
Unofficial estimates of the increase
in Japanese in the United States, particularly on the Pacific coast, were
borne out In the official tabulation
which revealed a rate of expansion of
6
53.9 per cent. California absorbed
of the growth of 38,868 Japanese.
On Jan. 1, 1920, there were 71,952 Japanese In California. The remainder of
30,-59-

the increase was distributed largely in
Washington state, where there are
Oregon, 4,151, and Utah, Colorado and New York with between 2,000
and 3,000 each.

17,-38- 8;

Indian Group Dwindles.

The white population showed only
a 16 per cent expansion and the negro
6.5 per cent. Both the Indian and Chinese groups dwindled 8.5 per cent and
13.8 per cent, respectively. The growth
in the white population was considerably less than the rate for the previous
decade, which was 22.3 per cent. This
decline, the statement said, was due
principally .to the reduction In immigration during the war.
The rate of increase in the negro
population was the lowest on record.
The Negro Migration.
Evidence of the migration of the
negro to the North and West was
found in figures showing nearly
s
of the increase in the negro
population, or 472,418 of the 625,250
gain in these sections.
A growth of
only 102,832, or about
was
reported for the South, despite the
fact that 85 per cent of the total negro race still is there.
Decrease in the Indian race In the
last ten years probably was due in
part, It wns said, to the enumeration,
ns Indians in 1910 and as whites In
1920, of persons having only slight
traces of Indbin blood.
The greatest numerical increase in
the white population was shown in
the district embracing Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin,
where the increase was 3,011,303.
three-fourth-

h,

U. S. Agent

Missoula,

Mont.

Pleads Guilty.
J. A. Urbanouicz,

fiscal agent for district No.. 1 of the
federal forest service, which Includes
Montana and northern Idaho, offered
a plea of guilty to á charge of embezzlement when arraigned before a
United States commissioner here. His
bond was fixed at $50,000.
Assassins Attack General Gouraud.
Damascus, Syria. An attempt was
made recently to assassinate General
Gouraud, commander-in-chie- f
of the
French army In the East, as he was
traveling In an automobile from Damascus to the Sea of Galilee in northern Palestine. The assault was committed by " bandits.
Sovletism

Nipped by Denby.

Washington. Secretary Denby has
taken action, on recommendation
of
Admiral Wilson, commander in chief
of the Atlantic fleet, to nip In the bud
tendencies toward sovletism in the
navy. Capt. C. D. Stearns of the bat'
tleshlp Michigan, has been relieved for
having permitted his crew to discuss
with him disciplinary matters vested
only in the ship's commanding officer.
Captain Stearns had issued an order
establishing ft "ship morale

.
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Sr., takes a needed rest and re- beautiful
Benj.
F. Brown has pur
Mr.
finstpm New Mexico and that the best town in New Mexico
P. V. Rv as annraiser is in girl at their home near Solano chased the 480 acre ranch of
cuperation vacation,
make
help
to
it
intends
too.
and he
charge and tha company expects on the 22nd.
Eobt Holmes is suffering with a very few months
lies on the
AO.
We like boosters like Mr. to get busy in the near luture.
The Countv Commissioners Julian Garcia that
erysipleas.
of
case
severe
of town
from a
East
Mesa
edge
of
the
of
up
A emnll hnilHintr for temporary and other officers have taken
A letter from Bonnie Branch .Kitchell and we want' more
On account the recent hail
land in the
of
160
acres
also
town
a
hoy
help
make
to
at the Valley from Pablo Paiz. Re
use will be commenced next temporary, quarters
storm, which devasted the who .is attending Business Col- - them
of 1000 by next spring.
that!
are ports
states
they
Albuquerque
where
house
just
land
harlege
school
locality
of
at
tract
this
in
on
the
week
fields
wheat
that he was selling out
he is getting along nicely and
North of Brown Street purchas- busily engaged in their differ- preparatory to leaving the counvest will be light.
Here's
New Mexico lost one of hsr ed by the Wilson Company from ent and varied tasks of trying try does not seem to be fully
Mrs. Geo Lucas returned Sun- likes the work fine.
to all kinds of impossible things borne out by the fact that he
men in the death of Mr. C. W. McNeil.
f"remost
day from a business trip to success .to you Bennie.
'
R.
Lucero,
A.
County
Abstract
without proper room, material has purchased besides the above
The Harding
the Honorable
Dawson and Raton.
atand
for
the
of
into
r.nninjmv
moved
twice
is
State
or equipment, all of which will another 160 acre tract from
Secretary
has
over
Mitchell
was
L.
Russel
Wolcott
Miss Freida
tending the Institute in Roy from Rosebud on business Tues- - the past few years prohibition new building just completed by be remedied as rapidly as pos- Cesaría. Vigil and several lots in
j i
i
i f
although it will be some town
Mv. E. L. Fuller on Second sible,
day. He reports everything enforcement officer,
this week.
to me
large
.
in addition
'. ;
T
Sunday
proper-quainum
Pion
L
Stvpnt.
of
the
North
last
of
iust
oeiore
southeast
storm
dandy
time
in
the
hail
looking
The
ah.eady held by him.
number
damaged the crops on J. J. Jack- part of the County.
A Rifle Club was organized
anú eer Garage, have most of their be provided.
Henry Krabbcnschmldt
equipment
have been at Mosquero, on Tuesday night
marriages
Woodward's
Three
and
B.
"and
A.
office
fixtures
son's
wife left for Los Angeles, Caland will be onen tor celebrated at the county seat
application filed with the
C. II. Miller of Samford, Texfarms.
whore they ex- "business in the near future. durinr the last week. That is and
week
last
ifornia
Department for equip- of
the
reader
new
War
is
day
as
a
We are growing every
pect to spend the summer.
Both Mr. Copeland and Mr. the celebrations took place at ment and amunition, a range'
this week.
Sanchez are on the job. at the Mosquero although the mar- will be established and target
nvpspnt. time.
performed at
riages were
practice started in the near fu
Dr. Pittman from Wellington Hueveros bv Father De Keuwer ture. Mr: B. F. Brown was
Tpyjis is now permanently lo at the Catholic Church at thr.t
elected president, Mr. II. L. Cox
cated at the County Seat, has place. Mr. Hermino Vigil was Secretary. Dr. Daniels. Treasur- hung out his shingle and is now married to Miss Lola Garcia, er and Mr. James M. Reiser,
ready for professional business. daughter of Mr. Jose Garcia . y Executive Officer.
A large
o
The Doctor is accompanied by Chaves cn the 25th, Mr.
were en
members
of
number
-,
Maria
hiAragón and Miss
wife, a welcome audition to
rolled and it promises to become
the social circles, and is making Ramire'd were married on the a very successful and interest
arrangements to secure the 28t h and Mr. Pablo Paiz and ing institution.
IK. ...
fl
erection of hospital and office Miss Carlota Vialpando were
Mrs. Susie Pace. Postmistress
iccomcdations m the near in married on the 30th.
of
the U. S. Postoffice at Clay
by
The new garage erected
ture.
ton,
New Mexico is a business
Considerable building activ Messrs Keller and Thornton has
AND EVERY onca.
in Mosquero this week,
I LIKE my job.
visitor
iiv is commencing in Mosquero been completed on Main Street attending to business matters at
A
IN
while.
como.
expect
BUT DAY3 da
and will be properly equipped the new county seat.
and a great deal more is
ROLL OVER.
ed in the near luture. i ne con- and ready for business in the
WHEN SKIES are blue.
Mr. Smith, member of the
now been let by Dr following week. They expect Quay County Board of Commishas
tract
think.
and
MAYBE
OR
sit
ABOVE THE city smoke.
Gamble tor a two story iesi to handle Dodge and Ford cars sioners is in town conferring
BUT MOST likely.
ñorpp. buildine on Cedar Stree and do all. kinds of mechanical
AND BREEZES stir.
with the district attorney and
.vhile Mr. Geo. B. Spivey the work and repair work. The linnvrl of commissioners on the
JUST SIT.
THE PAPERS on my desk.
ft ft
sheriff .has let the contract flnm- h avine been completed and
matter of the county line dividAND EVERY onca
AND THEN I think,
for a residence building on the a roof placed on the building it ing Harding and Quay Counties
IN A while I'd light
me street. Work will pro- - has offered an ideal dancing which was somewhat tangled
WHAT I would do.
inhlv pommence on the two place for young folks and seve- up in 'the description, of the
ONE OF my Chesterfields.
IF I were boss.
Hiildmp-sometime next week
ral dances have been held in it boundaries of the new county
AND OH Boy.
I'D OPEN shop,
Mr. Roberts, from Wellington'. during the present week. The which under one interpretation
I GUESS that wouldn't
the list of the vnmicr fnlkr, are sorrv to eee it would
lias jinined
Tovna
'
i.
AT TWELVE o'clock.
take a slice ot Quay and
,
He heard of used for a garage as it spoils
ATnsmiovn
farmers.
IS
FY!
AT
8
would simply fol
another
one.
under
AND CLOSE at
a large tract of land that would
n
Uounty
Old
low
the
WITH ONE hour off.
The best investment in Nt-be opened up in the Mountains
'
lines.
west of here in July and came to Mexico. Scribe for the
FOR LUNCH, and I.
Say,,
COMPANIONSHIP?
New Mexico expecting to file "a
a cigWOULD GET old Sam.
g
STRAYED Collie dog, very
arette as Chesterfield for steady
homestead on the land dut
company I Just as mild and
MosFOR SALE One five year old timid, any information leading
given
advertising
TO RUN me out.
the
smooth as tobaccos can be bufe
quero dropped off here to see mare, sound and well broke, to recovery will be appreciated.
with a mellow "body" that satisIN HIS big six.
Seo
ft
fies even cigar smokers. On lazy
the little town and the surround will weigh 1100 or better.
James Christman, Roy, N. M.
City.
favor-adl-y
AND DROP mo off.
C.
Dodds.
I.
days or busy ones all the tima
ing country and was so
y
you want
impressed with the country
UNDER A greénwood tree.
smoke."
he
that gave up the notion of filBESIDE A babbling brook,
Havt you teen the neu
ing further west and purchased
AND THERE I'd lie.
the A. N. Brooks farm north
i
west of town and returned 'to
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Texas to wind up his business
and locate permanenetly here.
Mr. Wra. E. McNeill, son of
Mr. C. W. McNeill of Mosquero
returned from Los Angeles
where he had been attending
school; a full fledged high school
graduate, and is thinking of put
ting in some kind of business in
the coimtv seat and settling
.down to a business life, with the
brilliant prospect ot growing
and 4he
up with
the-countr- y-

E. J. H. Roy

Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor
Land Matters before the Department oí IM

Interior Contests, etc';

.
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THE GOLDEN RULE

BETTER TO BUILD UP ROADS

CONFIDENCE
The value of a newspaper is measurable in terms of respect
and confidence the respect of those who depend on it for news
and comment and the confidence of those who use it as a carrier
of their business messages. Always it mirrors the life of the
people who sustain it, and in return for cleanliness and fearless
ness it receives in full measure the support and respect of the
n
people into whose homes it goes. The
has
earned the public trust which it enjoys by being the newspaper
that it is. Because its character and reliability have made it
valuable to its readers it is valuable to its advertising patrons.
These advertisers know their messages take on added force from
the medium through which they speak. Because its foundations
are imbedded deep in the life of all Harding County, the character, mind and the prosperity of this entire community discover
their true reflection in the pages of The
Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-

n.

YOURSUBSCRIPTION

IS DUE
PLEASE PAY UP
"LONG-GREEN-

"

The Proof of the Pudding
is the Eating.
;

If ycu don't believe cur products are good, ask our

patrons.

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money cheerfully
refunded.

GOLDEN WEST DAIRY
J. M. Elder, Proprietor.

NOTICE
BEFORE INSURING YOUR
WHEAT CROP DON'T FAIL TO
FIND OUT ABOUT

OUR
SPECIAL PROPOSITION

ON
HAIL INSURANCE
Address all inquiries

to;

McCarger & Hooper
ROY. NEW MEXICO.

"WE INSURE ANYTHING AGAINST EVERYTHING"

n
The
acknowledges a friendly call from
Spanish-America-

.

Continuous Care Ha
Boon Largely
Responsible for Improved Highways in Maryland.

QOQf) MEN

Co. Treasurer Ernest G. Parkes
Thursday afternoon. Mr. Parkes left a nice order for stationroad ery for his office at Mosquero.

It is better to build A cheap
anil keep it in good condition by adequate maintenance than to build the
most expensive highway and permit
It to deteriorate for want of care, say
officials of the bureau of public
roads of the United States Department of Agriculture.
Maryland, which has one of the finest systems of improved highways In
the United States, if not the best

Sec. of Labor Davis is new on the job, but he appears to
have some pretty good ideas. He made a speech in Chicago recently and declared that a fair living wage for labor, a fair deal
for capital, larger profits for farmers through lower shipping
rates and settlement of all threatened strikes by the aid of the
golden rule is the hope of the people of this nation.
He asks for nothing impossible. It is fair to ask labor to
help the fanner to get proper transportation so he can get a fair
return for his product and effort. Capital, he says, is just as
much entitled to a hearing as labor, but he warns labor that it
point. He arrmist be content to meet capital at the half-wa- y
gues that each of us is so dependent on the other fellow that we
fu
cannot ignore conditions nor, so long as things are going smoothIt
country
which
in
of
part
our
to
eyes
that
our
ly with us, close
tiie traveling is rough.
Within the next few weeks the Secretary is apt to be called
to
settle some bad labor tangles. No matter where they ocon
cur, they are bound to affect Roy people. Any strike of great
proportions would be felt here in some form or another, and
usually in the increased cost of something we are forced to have.
So it will be interesting for us to sit steady in the boat and Patching a Macadamized Road in
Maryland.
watch the outcome of the secretary's plan to use the good old
golden rale in our industrial life.
has consistently followed this prac-

We need the

JULY 2, 1921.

Water - Commissioner Grunig
is Dusy placing the new pump
in location and getting ready to

Better Roads
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We submit this declarative statement: "The
success of any organization depends upon its mem

bers; not. on its form!

A large crowd attended the
picture "The Confession" at the
Roy Theatre Thursday afternoon and night. It was a great
picture and highly appreciated

This is especially true in the organization of
a bank. No matter what form the bank may
adopt, no matter how elaborate the fixtures of
the building, no matter how big the capital stock,
the success of the institution depends upon the
men who are interested in it and guard its funds
and direct its policies. We are particularly proud
of the officers, directors and stockholders who are
interested in our bank. They are among the best
men in the community and help to make our bank
a strong one.

by all.

List your farm with J. B.
Proctor the real estate man at
Mills, N. M. he gets you the buy23, 2
ers.

-

Ollie Teasdale of the Clayton
Abstract Co. was a business vis-

itor in Roy the first of the week
Mr. Teasdale reports everything
very quiet at the Union County

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
t

Seat.

Capital and Surplus $60, 000. 00 ' f

Mr. O. A. Lohrke of Dallas,
Texas and representing the
Hart-PaTractor Company
was in Roy several days this
week looking after local business and assisting the local
agent Anderson Brothers, in
lining up a fine line of business

,

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

' A good bank for everyone "

rr

tice. The originally improved roads for the future.
In Maryland were comparatively inexpensive, costing only whut the taxC. H. Fitzgerald, father of
payers were willing to pay for. The
M. Fitzgerald of the Roy
Roy
first few years the average cost was
less than $10,000 ' a mile.
In some Harness Shop arrived in Roy to
cases the work entailed considerable spend several weeks visiting his
J. J. Kelly, Grand Lecturer
grading and drainage, but In others son and wife in the best climate of
the Masonic Lodge is in Roy
it amounted simply to resurfacing the in the United States.
week giving the local Mathis
old turnpikes,
which had already
sons
instructions in the secret
been graded and drained.
The Misses Nira and Shirley work of this great order. Mr.
Generally the roads built at that
time were macadam, 12 feet wide Nutter drove up to Dawson the Kelly lives at Silver City and
and six Inches thick. Soon the width first of the week in the inter- visits Roy quite often in his
was Increased to 14 feet. Later many est of the Mutual Life Insurance work.
were widened still farther, some. very Co.
successfully, by adding concrete shoulWensell Swain is a new readders on each side ' of the existing
Dr. Daniels, Alfred Kress,
this week. We
macadam. This method of improving Ed Fuller and Mr. Sanger drove er of the S-wanted
Wensell
knew
roads makes It possible for traffic 4c up from
it all the
the County Seat Thurscontinue unimpeded on the road while
waiting
were
for
we
time,
but
day
evening
making
a friendly
the work is going on. ;
so.
tell
to
him
us
The macadam roads In Maryland call at the County Higii School
They report that some
have given very good satisfaction, bul Town.
VULCANIZING
continuous care has been largely re- farmers will start cutting wheat
sponsible for their success. The road? with binders the con-inweek.
are constantly patrolled and no hole
When you have a blow out
of any size is allowed to go unreMrs. J. N. Crosthwait of
paired. Material for patching Is kept
j bring it to Busey ,He can fix it
is a new readat convenient points along the road Brace, Tennessee
j right.
J. E. Busey Co.
S-this wek.
for the use of the patrolman. From a er of the
relatively small Investment in an ade
mittedly
road It builds'- up a
better one from year to year, always
conserving the bulk of the previous
'
investment.
A.

Mr. L. Hayden of San Saba,
Texas, who has been a guest at
the Nutter residence east of
town for several days left for
his home last week.
While here Mr. Hayden to-- "
gether with Misses Nira and
Shirley Nutter made a tour of
New Mexico visiting several
places of interest. Mr. Hayden
expresses himself as being pleas
ed with New Mexico and especially the wonderful climate.
:

The Roy Trading Company
sold a car load of headers this
season and have had several
shipped in by local freight.
They have done a land office
business in the header line this

year.

low-typ-

FLOERSHEIM WEEKLY NEWS

KEEP ROADS OPEN IN WINTER
Federal Highway Commission
gests That Special Efforts
Made by State Officials.

ROY,

Sug-

NEW MEXICO. JULY 2, 1921.

Be

It Is suggested by the federal highway council that state and county
highway departments make a special
effort to keep the roads clear of snow
during the winter months and thus
permit of uninterrupted traffic. , The
transportation of certain commodities
is really more Important during the
winter than In summer and it is then
that the roads are more difficult to
pass over. Then, too, the rural mail
must be carried whether roads are
good or bad, and when the snow drifts
several feet deep over the roads the
Iifp of the rural mail carrier is anything but pleasant. As the snow melts
it transforms many roads Into a mire
On any
that is almost Impassable.
road, no matter bow good, there Is a
tendency for the melting snow to soften the subgrade and bxjsen the base
under the wearing surface, thus causing great damage to the road.
Road officials could do nothing better than to keep their equipment busy
in the winter removing the snow from
the road surfaces. It is one form of
maintenance work that is very essential in lengthening the life and usefulness of .the highways.

Ye

Jolly Little
bailor

Copyright

11)19
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RoadeldeTrte Planting.

THE MEAT DEPARTMENT
Mr. Wra; Astler of Santa Fe has leased our Meat Market
and will endeavor to give you the best of Meats at all times.

,

Profit In Winter 00
1 '
The profit is made on winter.' eggs.
Almost any hen will lay In the spring,
but prices are psnally "lowest . then,
and It requires a good" tnány eggs to
pay a hen's keep in these days p?
the high cost of living.

f''
1

In buying a suit do you buy PRICE or do you want QUALITY?
That is the main thing you should think about and you get both in Ed.
V, Price & Co., Clothes.

Another change In the: use of ittnd
which may result from road Improvement, especially near towns and cities.
Is to make It avánable'fór's'tiburban
development.
This ' might' ' better be
termed Increasing' the borne value of
the land, and It will be found to apply where the land Is retained for its
original uses as well as where, following road improvement, it i uUlteed
so. as to y told a higher return on agricultural, products. The home value of
lajid ls.oni to be given consideration,
Hoafcslde tree planting had best not
btf in iormal rows, hut In, groups or
at b specimen, tree at Irregular inter-val- s.
Street trees should be In straight
rows of the same species for test or
"
twelve blocks.

TMm,

Ed. V. Price & Co.

BENEFIT TO SUBURBAN LAND
One Advantage of Road Improvement
Would Be to Open Up Territory
for Homesteads.

-

,

It will be run strictly cash in order that he may give you
the choicest meat at prices that you would get in the cities.
Give him

a trail and you will be satisfied.

A Shoe: which has style
Quality and fit.

liist what you are

.

look- -

...

"

M'mi i)i

'V.H

f't,-

.,

'

J

THE

FATJO'S HONEY
Fancy Comb
.

:

Extracted Honey

For sale by the case
and in 5 gal. cans

Retailed by all
Leading Grocers
Italian Bees and Queens

,"

Fatjo Apiaries
Springer, New Mex.

P.O. Box

All oar vulcanizing and bat-

tery work guaranteed. J. E.
Busey Co.

pint can Floorlac stain

One

varnish price 30c One good
quality varnish brush, price 15c
for 10c at Roberts & Olver.

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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and vicinity

'
W. H. McCargér and F. B. DAVID C. FIELD
Strickland have purchased the
PASSES AWAY
.;
;
This has been a fair week ex six lots on the northeast corner '
cept for a few local showers. A of the block west of the F. A.
Mr; David C. Field, 82 years
big hail storm passed through Roy; home and each will erect a old and one of the oldest settlers
the Newton neighborhood Sun- nice home on the lots. Mr. Mc in the David community passed
day afternoon about three Carger takes the three lots on away at his home in that place
o'clock. Some hail fell as large the north and Mr. Strickland east of Mosquero last Monday
as hen eggs so of course it done the three next to the Shayá res noon June 26th after suffering
considerable damage to crops.
idence. They have not yet de froni an attack of paralysis on
The rubberoid was hailed in cided 'on the site of the houses the liiriit of the 25th Tho
to pieces on Miller Griff en's but they will both be modem Postoffice at David was Earned
house Sunday afternoon and thruout and among the finest alter Mr. Field and he has been
they had to go visiting in Order in our little city. We under- postmaster at that place for
to have a dry place to sleep stand that work on the homes years. Mr. Field was a nromin- that night. He is playing safe- will be started within a month ent Mason and several members
ty first now by putting a shing or two and in ample time to
that organization attended
le roof on it.
have them completed before the
Tuesday. Mr.
funeral
The Baptist Revival which cold weather sets in.
Field leaves an asred wife, also
was successfully conducted by
Roy is undergoing a real several children all of ..whom
Rev. Mattox closed last week. boom, for you can see residences have families, who mourn his
There were about fifteen con going up in most any part of death. The
n
fessions, three of which were town, and they are not of the extends sympathy to. the bereav
baptized in the river canyon cheap variety, but good up to ea.
west of town last Sunday after- date and modern residences, the
Have VOU lost a snrvpl nnrl
noon. Those were Georgia Jor- kind that adds beauty and
bay horse branded? If they are
dan, Okie Jordan, and Nina
to a town.
yours see the Manager at the
'

.

OTHER PEOPLE WANT
Your Money

There's n o t
surer than
this, that other
people are after
your coin.
h-i- ng

Spend it the
other people bring it the bank,
and
o
save

'

WITH'

Horn.'

Holder

$125
PREPAID
In Attractive Case
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Refunded
This, offer for a limited
time only.
Remit by money order
or cash (no stamps)

Frad Razor Co.
1475 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

Dint can Floorlac stain
30c One good
price
varnish
quality varnish brush, price 15c
for 10c at Roberts & Olver.

ÍW

Va

DO YOU NEED

A

PIANO

If so, here is your chance to
get either a piano or player-pian- o
at a special price.
Near Roy we have a beautiful
Dlaincase
lato ctvlp
price and
special
a
piano at
terms.
fe

'

Also

.

a modr'en

te

o

terms.

Write today for fur-

ther particulars to

Knight-Campbe-

ll

Music Co., Denver, Colo. 2

PALOUSE VALLEY
We are having nice weather
now.
,
Mrs. Coliver is very sick at
the Plumlee Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. White and family, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Edwards,
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Brockman
and Mark were Sunday .guests
at Mrs. Bown's.
Mrs. Kohler called at the
Price home Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Streit and family Mr. and Mrs. Wohlen .and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Beyer,
Johnny and Knox White, Lela
Brown and Mae and VoncTi
'

,

Price

Aid were pleas-

visited at vthe;. Kohler

.
home Sunday evening.
Mr. B. B. Shaw has the
mumps.
Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Banks
are attending Teachers Insitute

at

Roy.
Quite a few crops were damaged last' week by hail. John
McDaniel had about' 150 acres
of wheat damaged.

Important
If you are suffering
with rheumatism, consti

that neighbor-

looking nice in

Will give one week's
free to all
who come on the following dates. At Solano
4th, 6th, 8th, or 11th.
At Mills 5th, 7th, 10th,
or 12th.

adjustment

c.

astrawnd.

Graduate

C.;

Chiropractor"

1

ai e- - hx

nearer the invest
ment period and
ultimate success.

office.

n

Irvin Ogden and wife came
over from Mora Sunday evening to be present at the opening
of the County Normal Institute
Monday Morning. Mrs. Ogden
as Superintendent of Mora Coun
ty made all arrangements for
the Normal and as the New
County was formed later,, she
came over and turned over the
Institute management to Mrs,
Edith M. Coffen the Superinten
dent of Harding County.

Allow us to recommend an Account in the
Citizens State Bank for the saving period has
helped others, will help you.
.

CITIZENS STATE BANK
MillsNewMexico

-

Dr. Self and family left Sun
day for Missouri where they
were called on account of the
illness of the Doctor's father
They expect to be gone several

liiimni
-

weeks.

hood.
The Raton Range has the folOn June 22 a son was born lowing to say about Sunday and LIGHTNING STRIKES WIL-- .
to Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Hollopeter Monday's ball games which will
" LCOX RESIDENCE

We
The mite weighed ten lbs.
hear some wondering if it is
the first baby born in Harding
County.
Miss Virginia McClure is hav
ing what is left of her wheat
field, except about fifteen acres
mowed and stacked lor hay.
She had fifty acres of very fine
wheat until the hail storm came
last week. She had no insurance.
John Hepburn is on duty
again, at' the Wilson Co. from
his vacation and Ira Thetford
his competent relief has gone
back home.
W. H. McMinn, E. G. Parks
and Rov Brock went to Mos
quero Tuesday on business conv
nected with an abstract
they
which
inter
are
in
ested.
Mr. Brown, it is all your
fault that we missed hearing
vour welcome address at the
celebration. You should hot
have been in such a hurry to
eret throueh.
It has been a
long time since we have heard
a silver tounged orator such as
we know you must be. It is
verv eratifine: to us indeed to
be told that we were such an
inspiration to you while you
were making: your speech, whe
ther we believe it or not.
It seems as though the Inter-typer has taken our congratula,

tory remark unto himself but,
little one, you should take us as
we mean and not as we say.
Just because a fellow is a mere
'TVviP ia that anv siam he does
not understand a linotype?
Anyway he explained to us not
lone aoro iti & very, interesting
manner just how that machine
did its work, but we; actually
fonrot that few people were
aware, of that fact. We think
we understand the difference
betwen you fellows but we are
not ashamed, to admit that
there are numerous other things
inside of a print shop which we
do not understand.
So. vou think we did not have
any right to call your attention
to the difference between the
Devil" and mvself. When a
fellow is roasted by the whole
force about what you said, I
think that I have a right to tell
you that the "Devil" ana my
self are two different fellows.
.

trouble

pation, stomach
appendicitis or any other
ailments for which you
can get no relief, come
in and see the Chiroprac
tor at the Garms Hotel
at Solano or at the WUco
Hotel at Mills.

Roy has been full of people
all week from various parts of
the Mesa trading with the best
merchants that can be found
anywhere. The streets have
been lined with autos all week
and practically each one goes
out loaded with merchandise.

antly entertained last Thursday
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Refreshments
Otis Arbogast.
were served by the hostess and
every one present forgot the
bad roads they went over get
ting there.
Fred Burton is sowing millet
on a ten acre track of land for
J. Frank Curns, lawyer of
Miss Virginia McClure
Wagon Mound has been in Roy
Dick Purcell and wife, Claud and Mosquerq this week looking
family.
Moses after business matters.
and
Mr
Morris
Speaks and family, E. D. Bart Curns was a bidder of the tran
mess and family and Glenn scribing of the Mora part of
Spencer all from the Mills Sun Harding County records. - Mr.
day School attended a Sunday Curns is becoming infatuated
School Convention at Chateau with Roy and we wouldn't be
school house last Sunday. They surprised to see him a resident
report the crops of all kinds of our little city ere long.

com-nan-

including a number of rolls, at a price that will
Reasonable
you.
surprise
player-pian-

Spanish-America-

The Ladies

4

J

1

own name
and
each month of
toil will boost
you. so much

per-mana- cy

GILLETTE
Blades

swell s

Snanish-Amérira-

-

SIX

it

their surplus.

FARMERS' "WJJD

TAX" HEAVY
r.

Slogan Adopted by Good Roads Advo-- "
catei of Alabama In Campaign
;' for Needed Funds.

The heaviest tax the fanner pays

the mud tax."
This Is the slogan adopted by the
good roads advocates of Alabama in
their, campaigns to pot across a.
18

12-ye-

$50,000,000

road-buildin-

pro-

g

gram. The farmers were shown that
good roads would benefit them in a
way, besides fringing
them many advantages which they
ever had before.
doliars-and-cen-

je

Balky Mule. ,
Llk
the" balky mule, the Almighty
dollar refuses to move where mad and
HBlre.confiii.tote the road from field to
,

y

tike

gftrmajid fronr, fáfrro ,.to;

jt'

be played in Raton July 3rd and
4th. "The Roy Team will play
the Raton team here next Sunday as well as Monday. This
team has been considerably
strengthened this year and
will make the Raton team look
laurels. Monday's
to
their
game will be called promptly at
1.30 and the proceeds go into
the Baseball treasurey."
The Roy team is determined
to get Raton's scalp in these
two games and they are practicing hard each evening with this
end in view.

Mrs. Mike McGuire arrived in
Roy Monday and Mike is wearing a smile worth while. Mr.
McGuire met her at Santa Fe.
Mike is the new janitor of the
Roy Schools and they intend to
make their future home in Roy.

Little Damage Done

.

During the thunder storm of
last Friday evening lightning
struck the chimneys on the

lightning struck the place.1 It
filled the house with,,flame and
smoke but did not seem to set
anything afire, Mrs. .Cooley
was shocked by the stroke and
was under a doctor's care for a
few days, but otherwise from
being nervous she is practically
over the scare.
Glenn says that a stroke of
lightning so close to anyone is
far worse than any work he
has ever found in the Spanish- American office, even if you do
have to move like lightning oc
'

Lightning also struck

NOTICE
This Mesa will need quite a

number of Harvest Hands with
in the next ten days to two
weeks. If vou wait harvest
work come tq the Mesa within
the next ttyo weeks as we 'can

Ideal in Nam- eIdeal in Performance

-

home
Geo Cable returned
from San Bernardino, Califómia
last week where he spent the
winter and spring. George
says he likes California but "Oh casionly:
E. J. H. Roy was standing on
you Mesa."
his porch only a block awa
L. E. Deubler was a. business when the lightning struck and
visitor in Cimarron last week. he says a ball of fire as large
He was doing some photo work as a load of hay collected over
and also making a pleasure the residence .. and burst in
flames shaking the whole town.
trip. ,'
.

wm

Willcox residence knocking off
the caps of the chimneys and
shaking up the house and occu
pants considerable.
The house is occupied by
Glenn Cooley and wife and they
were eating supper when the

,

Over 20,000 owners of Rutncly Ideal siparstors know whatgenuine
threshing satisfaction really is.
For they are using the most scientifically designed machine obtainable the one with over 80 years of manufacturing experience back of
it the one with a
reputation for fast, clean threshing.
It takes all varieties of grain' in any condition headed or bundled,
long straw or short, wet or dry, in good weather or bad. And it puts
all the grain where you want it in the wagon not in the stack.
Vibration is eliminated by a perfectly counterbalanced cylinder
which has the effect of relieving the bearings of wear and keeping
the shafts in proper alignment.
And, instead of having to stop the Ideal and crawl into and under
it to make adjustments and do the oiling, you do this work from
the outside while th&machine ia running.
We can offer yea five sizes: 22x36, 28x44, 28x48, 32x52 and 36x60
all standard in design, all possessing large capacity and thonjgh
cleaning.
And remember we also handle the famous OUPull tractor.

Andersort Garage & Machine Works.
"Roy, New Mexico.

the

ground just south of the Beck
Garage the same evening. 'The
storm was one of those that appears and is over in a few minutes, altho the rain fell in torrents while it lasted.
NOTICE

use you.
The Mesa Wheat Growers'
Association.

Just received a large ship
ment of Red Top tires. Come
The F. S.
Judere Lieb of Raton. District in and see them.
Company.
in
was
Motor
District
Brown
Judge of this
Rov Tuesday afternoon on his
Physician and Surgeon
VULCANIZING
way to Mosquero. The Judge
visited his old friend R. E. All- Brine vour tube and tire
Hemorrhoids cured withdredge whie. in town and spent work to Busey and get first
out the knife No pain
the nisrht here going to Mos class work and a "square deal,
or loss of time.
Wednesday, morning
quero
battery station in connecwhere he approved the Bonds ot also
the County Officers and named tion, with an eight month guar
Mosquero, New Mexico
the New County Board of Edu- antee on all batteries overhaul
cation. Judge Lieb' informed ed. J. E. Busey Co.
this office that the first District
Court for Harding - County
..J, B. Procter at Mills, N. M.
. .
.
would be held the fore par t- of
I1TTT1 i Til
over 50 farms listed, rang
has
HIGH liKALiK. KHii Aiiv
.
r
,
November.
ing from 80 acres to 3800 acres.
ING
If interested, write or see him
Do yod Cñow I have
The two Miss Eberharts
25, 2
at once.
.spent years repairing
daughters of Mr.'Eberhart and
TfailrnaH watches where
sisters of Mr Nickens of the
.'.We will pay out thousands
they had ,to stand the
Roy Theatre' arrived in Royjihe
thousands of dollars within
and
i,
'exáminationjr.
strictest
next, few days for wheat
latter part,': of last ..week .from
the
known , f
Ribera and will make their fuout during the late hail
háiled
Do you know it is the
ture home in Roy where they
storms. If you have not yet incheap watch '? that trie
can attend the best school in
sured, better see us at once as
skill and
a workman's
New Mexico. One" of the young
'
the wjieat will be greater damv Tiiirh
trade
nnf th
ladies will be in the High School
aged
as it nears ripening. Just
watch?; d'yoii know;'
and the other in the eight grade
any little hail will damage
I use genuine factory
Wheat when it is ripening. Rematerial and that
made
Orrin Beaty, Representtative
member we take our note for
I am well equipped to do
of Harding County was in Roy
the premium. Don't delay, inwork?
e
you
on business the first of the
sure today. Schultz and JohnBrirtg.nié ,oúí .high-'- 1
week;
;,-.son, Insurance, Loans and Real
KaVe been
doing .it , for, .others Jot ., Estate.
Paul Westphal purchased a
-.17 years..
tr. ....
new Ford Jf rom; the Beck, Motor
r
Harvest will be in full blast
HOBSON
Company Friday morning and
On' thejjtfesa within the, next 10
Your Jeweler
is now having the joy of having
days or .two weeks.
C'ranfc
a'Ford to
;U... u

J. J. Pittman

NOTICE
I have located in Roy and
expect to make it my home.

I am a painter, paper hanger and decorator. Those
wishing any thing done in
these lines, call on me and
I will guarantee you absolute satisfaction.
I will appreciate your business
and treat you right.
'

W. H. McANALLY.
Roy, New Mexico.

.
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high-grád-
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Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.
Dates at this office.
FOR SALE 311 acres 18 miles
northeast of ..Mills and 24 mites
north of Roy ; 50 acres in cultivation and . practically every
acre can be cultivated. One
quarter fenced .: also a smal
house and other buildings oa
place. $12.50 per acre tato
this ranch, y cash and ternas
on balance. '" See or write 2. C
Kirby Route 1, Roy, N. M.
18, 25, 2. 9,

pi

AHfi.MOANmY.

wm

;

fia

Mesa.
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Subscribe today.

WEATHER FORECAST
For July 1921

w

HARpmO moUHTY. NEW ÜBKIOQ. SáTUMKT,

'

FRESH BREAD at all
times 10 cents straight
FANCY BAKERY

.SiL'.
afternoon thunder

July first
showers with hail here and
there but these may be excited
to enormous downpours and intense lightning and destructive
hail storms from the 4th to 11.
Rest of month generally fair except the 17th to 23rd and on
the 31st. T. H. Polaski, Forecaster, Mills, N. M.

JUST LIKE MOTHER USE TO MAKE ONLY BETTER

A number of Roy young folks
attended the big dance at Mills
last Tuesday evening.

"TRADE AT HOME"
CANDY, CIGARS AND SOFT DRINKS.

Ideal Bakery & Confectionery

County High School, Town.

John U. Tobler and Wm. Lofton, two of as good farmers as
ever stuck a plow in the ground
were in Roy from Mosquero the
first of the week. They report
everything booming down at the
County Seat.

G.M.LEWIS Prop.

PURITY BLACKLEG AGGRESSIN

J. P. Rogers of Albuquerque
representing the American Ad-

is what your CALVES need.
DO NOT DELAY.

ding Machine Company was in
Roy looking after the trade the
fore part of the week.

.Andres Trujillo,
of Solano was among the Roy
visitors this week. We are glad
to see Andres in town for he is
one of those hustlers that anyone is glad to meet and he always has a few cheery' words
regardless of how the world
goes. Andres is well pleased
with the New County and believes that it has a great future
before it.

MILTON FLOERSIIEIM. Agent.
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)
Rov. New Mexico.

Ex-Sheri- ff,

forgot to tell you last
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Kress are the proud parents of
a line baby girl since Rmelbtn.
Mr. and Mrs. Kress claim tl.ey
have the honor of having the
We

that

week

WHEN

you have Pump or

EVERYWE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND
ALSO
THING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE,
CASING
WELL
WINDMILLS,
DEEP WELL PUMPS,
.

COME UNDER
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT
THIS LINE OF WORK.

.

uss--

and C. D. Cheney, all of Mills,
S'a-oW- j,
Sec. 3, T. 18, K. 31
and New Mexico.
JÜ the past while, and up to now Sec. 21 and Wa-NEiPAZ VALVERDE,
19
Township
28,
but slow. Her NWVi, section
is improving,
Register,
Mer
M.
P.
N.
31
E.
N.
of
Ranee
from
husband
daughter and
OIL OIL OIL
Trinidad were here and visited idian, has filed notice of inten
I have 20
50 gal bis of Penn
her a couple of days and return- tion to make Three Years rinai
Oil,
to
I
will sell at cost to
Tractor
the
claim
establish
to
Proof,
ed home.
Mrs. Asparen. our ambitious land above described, before A. good responsible parties, will
.
farmer woman is still busy rais A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner take note, to draw 10 per-cen- t,
ing chickens and a more beauti- at Mosquero. New Mexico on payoble in Nov. 1921.
ful lot of chickens, turkeys and July 20, 1921.
R. A. Pendleton.
Claimant names as witnessess:
ducks you never saw.
Fulgencio C. de Baca, Nestor C.
Now is the time to insure
de Baca, and Reyes Olives of your wheat; the rain is going to
GOVERNMENT WAR
INSURANCE Bueyeres, New Mexico, Luis C. make it grow so rapidly
Mrs.

Successors to BAUM BROS.
,

Roy,

New Mexico.

that

hail will iniure it. .Insure it
with Schultz and Johnson. Tfeey
The Government has to date ico.
made a total disbursement of
PAZ VALVERDE,
win xaiie your noic until uctober
$226.486.891.34 in meeting both
Register. 1st, without interest. See theñí
the compensation claims of forat once. Can give you just what
mer service men disabled by NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
you want.
injuries
of
reason of wounds,
disease incurred in the world
Department of the Interior
Notice to the Public
war, and the death claims of de- Dendents of those who made
g, LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
The drainage of the streets of
the supreme sacrifice, according tf. TON, NEW MEXICO
Roy
to an announcement of. Director
is being continually damagMay, 26, 1921
C. R. Forbes of the Bureau of
ed
by
persons who insist on driv
NOTICE is hereby given that
mg across-villagWar Risk Insurance. The dis
lots instead of
Bueyeros
of
de
Baca,
C.
on
bursements for disability have Nestor
streets,
in
and
this manner
Mexico, who. on April 13th
aggregated $192,077,589.48 and New
up
till
side
drainage
the
of the
Entry
1918, made Homestead
the death disbursements
Application Serial No. 022885, streets. The Townsite has all
en Graded and the streets! sive
809,301.80.
SWI4-NE1the
throughways of the town
For the month of May alone for
of
Township
19
N.
Section 15.
the total amount disbursed by Range 31 E. N. M. P. Meririan, and they must be used for that
the Bureau for compensation
notice ot intention to purpose. Don't cut corners or
purposes was $10,575,416, the has filed
Year Proof, to es- drive across vacant lots, keen
monthly payments on disability make Three to
the land above the streets and vnn will niH the
claim
compensation claims for that tablish
described, before A. A. Wynne tovn to keep up her streets and
period amounting to $9,145,288
U.S. Commissioner, at Mosquero hoy wall be bothered with very
and the monthly payments to New Mexico, on July m, VdZl. little mud. Unless this nuis
the dependents of deceased Claimant names as witnessess: ance is stormerl iit nnco nnrti'na
soldiers amounting to $1,430, Fulgencio C. de Baca, Reyes who continue to drive across pri
Ml
Between June 1 and
128.
Olivas, and Julianita L. C. de vaie loxs win oe prosecuted.
June 15 the Bureau mailed 221, Bflp.a. of Bueveres. New Mexico Take warning and save trouble.
612 checks to cover this disLuis C. de Baca, of Rosebud lveep on the streets.
bursement to former service and
R. C. Grunig, Street CommisNew Mexico.
men.
sioner, Roy, New Mexico
VALVERDE,
PAZ
The increase in the number of
Register.
claims filed with the Bureau
and NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
cattle
Smith
the
Mr.
has exceeded any estimate. brand inspector of Tucumcari
ISOLATED TRACT
The number of claims filed
PUBLIC
inspecting
LAND SALE
Tuesday
Roy
in
was
from the inception of the BuDepartment
of the Interior,
209,700
brands.
reau to May 1919 was
U. S.
while on' June 1. 1921. the num NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION ton, LAND OFFICE at ClayNew Mexico, June 13, 1921.
ber in file was 631,980 showing
Sale authorized by "C"
.period
of
Interior
the
during
Department
that
an increase
NOTICE is hereby given that,
nf 49.2.280. The number of
as
directed by the Commissioner
disability
U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
awards for death and
of the General Land office, un- 41,073;
was
period
...
MEXICO
TON. NEW
for the first
Mav. 26. 1921 uer provisions 01 sec. loó, K.
the number of awards at the
S.. pursuant to the annlifation
was
period
end of the second
NOTICE is hereby given that of Maurice
N. Baker, Roy, N.
323,415. an increase during tne Home K. Jonnson, 01 boiano,
M..
Serial
No.
027471, we will
second period of 282,342. For New Mexico, who, on August
offer
at
public
to the highsale
was
Homeratio
neriod
the
the first
25th, 1916, made Addl
est bidder, but at not less than
one claim pending to every two stead Applicaton, No. 022874,
Section 24 $2.00 per acre, at 10 o'clock A.
filed. For the second period, for 'NW14-NE1M.,
the 16th day of August
pending
claim
one
N.
was
19
27 E. N. 1921.on ne-TownshiD
ratio
Ranre
the
t
at this rm,o the
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
to every eight claims filed.
following
of land: SEij,- of ntention to make Final Thre SWU. See.tract
T 18
99
R
nr
A nice program was given at Year. Proof, "to establish claim T1
tU. IN. SSI. f. M.
be
the Baptist Church last Sunday to the land above described
The sale will not be kept open
evening by the Sunday School in fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Com but will be declared closed when
connection with the B. Y. P. U. missioner, at his owce at Roy, those present at the hour namprogram. A large crowd was New Mexico, on July 19, 1921. ed have ceased bidding. The
in attendance and all appreciat- Claimant names a3 witnessess: person making the highest bid
,
i
ed the evening program, The Oscar Stephens, H. E. Dean, winn ioe requiredi to immediately
Bowman
W.
Lloyd
J.
and
C.
J.
U.
Y.
P.
B.
and
School
Sunday
pay to the Receiver the amount
are both growing nicely and all of Solano, New Mxico.
thereof.
each extend an invitation to
PAZ VALVERDE,
Any persons claiming adverse
come out every Sunday.
d
Register. ly,the
land are
advised to file their claims, or
W.- Tl. PradW nf the- Bradlev
objections,, on or before the
Om'ta a nnmher of- Tinv neorJe
v
L
business neighborhood v?as attending to time designated for sale.
to
have been. atteding
g
.1
..
1 .f ..
i
'
il
'PAZ VALVERDE,
m Tuoy mou
matters in mosquero, me oun- - pusmess mailers
-Register.
,
aasr
ty seat mis weeK.'
WJ-SEy-

4;

NOTICE Mr.

HOME OWNER
crops.
Now that you have plenty of rain to insure your
Why not have that house STUCCOED and made like new
No matter fiow old or what kind of a house it is see

.

v

J

1

1

ROY, NEW MEXICO

about it as he has had the experience to give you what you
want.
,

i

(Bonded)

COMPANY, Inc.
Mosquero, New Mexico.'

I have bought out Mr,

interest in the water
business and will furnish water
at 20c per barrel in tank lots

'

"Prompt and Efficient Service"

J

.

1

4,

We are ready to make your Abstracts now.

Leave
and 25c in single lots.
"orders at the Fairview Pharmacy.
Tames W. Johnson Tr.

4;

.

E. F. HENRY, the Contractor

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

TvT

W. R. COFLEN, Manager
Mosquero, New Mexico.

General Blacksmit.

and

X D, Wade,
Prop'

Peter Ha has been very

3

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT

WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

E,

Sia-NEij-

JUDY AND BAKER

FOR SALE: Good German
Millet Seed; none better in the
state. Price at ranch 22c per
lb. Bring your own sacks.
F. M. Woodard
Roy, New Mexico.
Route "A"

AT THE OLD STAND,

Hei-man-

E-b- el,

IF IT IS TO B:; FIXED. WE CAN FIX IT.

ill make you Adobes and
lay them in the wall for '$35.00

Machine Work,

W

4;

11

v.

cook
oil
New Perfection
5
stoves at Roberts & Olver.

PUIWCAf

tl the latent

Eevervone is "enfoyimr this
U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
fine sun shiaey leather, every
TON, NEW MEXICO
'
few days we get a nice little U S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
May, 26, 1921
on
surely
good
shower which is
TON, NEW MEXICO
May. 26. 1921 NOTICE is hereby given that
the corn and other spring crops.
C. Beller heir for the
Al Claud, Tell Bradley and NfrTTf!E is herebv riven that August
Ralph Hazen were in Solano Salome Naranjo, of Roy, Mora heirs of Bernard A. Beller Ho
ceased, of Buyeres, Union Co.
Saturday on business.
County, New Mexico, who, on
Miss Nanalee Bradley is pre Sept. 23, 1916, made Homestead N. M., wno, on April 10 th, 1918
Homestead Application
paring to attend institute at entry No. 023165, for the SWVi made
No.
for NWi4; Secton
022947,
NEI4-SRoy the next two weeks.
NEV4; NW14-SE119 N, Range 31 E
Township
17,
Beem
and the V
Mr. and Mrs.
i.
section iu,
Quaschnick family spent Sun- Township 18 N. Range 26 E. N. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noday with Mr. and Mrs. Clarence M. P. Meririan, has filed notice tice of intention to make Final
Year, Proof, to establish
Driskill.
of intention to make Final Three
Mrs. Ralph Hazen is able to Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above describ
be up and around again after a claim to the land above describ ed, betore t. tl. Foster, U. S.
severe spell of illness of two ed, before F. II. Foster, U. b. Commissioner at his office nt
Mexico, on July 18,
weeks or more.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mex Roy, New
and
others ico, on July 19, 1921.
Mrs. Elsie Hazen
called on Grandma Hazen Sun- Claimant names as witnessess: Claimant names as witnessess:
Nieklaus Havoz . Pedro Tevioc
day.
Lee West, Leopoldo Andrade,
and
Albert J. Beller of Bueyeres
neighborhood
Roy,
in
People
this
Manuel E. Naranjo, of
n
Mew Mexico and Frank
were so sorry to hear of the New Mexico , and Bonifacio
New
of
Albert,
Jr.
Mexico
Bill
death of Mr. and Mrs.
of Wagon Mound, New Mex
I'AZ, VALVERDE,
Heath's daughter Edna. They ico.
Register.
were well acquainted with some
PAZ VALVERDE,
neighin
this
Register.
of the neighbors
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
borhood and liked by all who
We extend our
knew them.
Department of the Interior
sympathy to the Heath family
When in Mills stop and see
and hope no more dark days us we will try to treat you U. S. LAND OFFICE AT
CLAY
will come to their home.
'
and convince you in the GroTON, NEW MEXICO
M. L. Woods and family went cery line.
Manzanares' and
May, 26, 1921
to the Mosquero Sunday School Hernandez, Mills, N. M.
eft. NOTICE is hereby given that
Sunday.
and Church last
Arthur D . Hurford, of Mills,
Mrs. C. C. Moore is on the
FOR PUBLICATION New Mexico, who, on February
NOTICE
sick list this week.
26th, 1917 made Homesteád ApMrs. Cora Hazen and family
Interior
plication, No. 024636, for
of
the
Department
visited at her parental home
Section 31, Township 22
Sunday. Their little girl took
Range
25 E, N. M. P. MeridiN,
CLAY
AT
OFFICE
sick while there and has not U. S. LAND
filed
an,
notice of intention
has
MEXICO
NEW
TON,
been able to be up and around
to make Final Three
Year
May.
1921
26.
since then. ,
to
claim
Proof,
establish
to
the
Everybody is getting ready NOTICE is hereby given that land above described,
before
F.
uuey-ereot
for harvest and the wheat is Juhamta L. C. de Baca
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
Sept
on
who,
Mexico,
New
looking fine.
his office at. Roy, New Mexico
Grandma and Grandpa Hazen Ifith. 1918. and Anril 13. 1918 at
on
the 18th day of July 1921.
Applica
Entry
took supper with Mr. and. Mrs. made Homestead
Claimant
names as witnessess:
i
Ralph Hazen their son and tion Serial .No. 0228o7 and
G. C. Till, Alvin Lusk, Earl Case
.;
064, for
daughter, Sunday evening.

ADOBES
PLENTY OF THEM

We are closing out our Auto
and Tractor oils.
BAUM BROS
NEW MEXICO.
UOY.

Depotsaent.

de Baca, ot Rosebud, New Mex

NOTICE
We are now ready to build
that fire proof house or garage
for you, out of cement steam
cured blocks or brick, both face
or common finish. This is the
hollow wail system which means
a dry house, we also do General
Contracting and Carpenter and
Mill work.
Roy cement Products Co.
John II. Hornbaker, Prop.
Roy, N.M.

per thousand, you to furnish the
ground and water.
I have had 23 years experience and guarantee my work. Let
me figure with you on that building you are contemplating.
Jose Alcario Griego,
Roy, Ne,w Mexico.

i

roa

PÍOTICB

Si-S-

troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Baker and they will fix1 it.

in the new
County of Harding anu .: pcct
to name her after the Pre
dent's wife.

I

ill

Interior
ot
thé
Dcpartaent

f:

1'

s,

first child bom

We thought we were going t
have a wedding to write up this
week, but probably next week.
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Jesse JButler of Mills was
trading with Roy merchants
Wednesday and taking in the
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THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
All work neatly and promptly done.
Located in the Old Bentley Building
WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE

Wm. Schoencrstedt Prop.
Mills,

New Mxico.,
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"A MILLION!"

a New York Jewelry

store Philip Severn, United States
consular agent, notices a small box
which attracts him. He purchases
it Later he discovers In a secret
compartment a writing giving a
clew to a revolutionary movement
In this country ostensibly seeking
to overthrow the Chilean govern
ment but evidently International In
character. The writing mentions a
rendezvous, and Severn decides to
investigate. Finding the place mentioned in the writing apparently deserted, Severn visits a saloon In
the vicinity. A woman in the place
Is met by a man, seemingly by appointment, and Severn, his suspicions aroused, follows them. They
go to the designated meeting place,
an abandoned Iron foundry. At the
rendezvous Severn is accepted as
one of the conspirators and admitted. He meets a stranger who appears to recognize him.
CHAPTER

III

Continued.

l,
He pressed something In the
sliding back a panel, and disap
peared, the rough boards returning instantly Into place. I was left alone,
staring at the spot where he had disappeared. Beyond doubt the entrance
awaiting me lay straight ahead, concealed by the hnnglng curtain. I
stepped cautiously forward, listening
for some guiding sound from beyond
that barrier, afraid to draw It aside
and take a blind plunge Into the tin
known. I could detect the murmur of
side-wal-
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Synopsls.-- In

or

I supposed I was moving with "the Utmost caution, -- every.
apedge,
feeling a way forward with hands axd
feet... .nee'. I stepped upon a shell
kjnd 'which crunched, beneath the
weight, and again mjr groping hand
dislodged a small block of wood, which
fell with a slight clatter. I halted
both times, "my heart in my mouth, yet
nothing happened, and I moved forward again coufldent of not being overheard.
I could not have told what it was
that halted me. I remember I stopped
as though shot, my very breath suspended, one foot still uplifted In a step
forward, my eyes staring helplessly
Into the black void. The silence was
that of a tomb. I could feel the
perspiration flow down my face in a
stream; it was an Instant of torture.
Then an unseen hand gripped me and
an electric flash-ligglared into my
eyes.

voices, several of them snenkine Snnnish, yet In such low tones I could distinguish only an occasional empha
sized word. There was no door between us; only that thick, hanging curtain, and I ventured far enough to
draw this , aside sufficient to peer
through with one eye. Beyond was a
reasonably large room, but so dimly
lighted as to be scarcely visible from
end to end. I could discern men present, a. number of them, lounging about
on chairs, their outlines being fairly
revealed, but the light was not sufficient to give me any Impression of
their faces. It seemed quite possible
that I might slip In unobserved, and
pass among them unrecognized except
through accident. But the risk of dis- was iuu greui. x iuusi miu Huuie
other point of entrance.
The private doorway through which
Wine haa disappeared gave me the
thought that there might also be others. I dare not follow after him, but
If there was another opening to be
found I was perfectly willing to explore Into Its mysteries. The search
was brief, yet the very nature of the
rough board wall made concealment
Impossible. Behind the dangling coats
I uncovered what I sought, and not a
moment too soon. Even as my hand
touched the exposed latch, a murmur
of voices In the outer entry reached
my ears there were new arrivals being 'questioned, and admitted.
The panel slid back silently In Its
grooves, and I peered through the revealed opening Into absolute darkness.
All I could be sure of, as exhibited by
the dim light of the passage, was a
Single step downward, and then apparently a strip of earth floor. I dare
not wait and meet those entering;
mere wuti uul une ciuuuk ui uciimi. i
pressed through the orifice, forced the
panel back Into place, and stood erect
in the Intense darkness and silence,
listening for the slightest sound.
I was still motionless, my heart
beating fiercely, when several men entered the passage I had just left.
Pressing my ear against the thin crack
I distinguished words so as to piece

much, but I do not know. They trust
her is it not enough? 'Tis my guess
she come special for to do this."
"She is a Chilean then?"
"Maybe;

maybe American,

Spanish.

What difference If she be in our service? They know what she is ; tonight
she is Marie Gessler It has the sound
Beyond this I care
of Switzerland.
nothing."
"But you have seen her, perhaps?"
"Not a sight ; none of the boys have.
She was to meet Alva at Times square
this noon. I went with him, but no
girl just a messenger boy there with
a note In code. Something had frightened the lady, and she made a night
appointment over here."
"Here I How did she know the way

out?"
"She didn't, for the matter of that ;
But she had been piped off on Jans'
place, and agreed to be there as soon
as It was dark. I'm wondering if she
showed up ; let's go in and see."
The three moved off down the passage, still conversing In subdued tones,
the sharp accent of the Spaniard most
prominent,
and I became acutely
aware of the black silence in which I
stood. There was no occasion for me
to risk my life farther In an effort to
learn more. I had located the secret
rendezvous of this gang of revolutionary plotters. I was aware of their
connection with the Chilean Junta at
Washington, and It would be a comparatively easy matter now to capture
them
I saw therefore no
reason why I should venture further,
or endeavor to learn In detail the nature of this message Intrusted to the
girl for delivery. My duty now was

CHAPTER

IV.

I Become a
n
Thief.
The sudden, unanticipated attack,
the burst of dazzling light In my eyes,
rendered me for the moment utterly
helpless. Í was blinded, and so tightly
grasped at the throat as to be nearly
strangled.
I only dimly realized that
my assailant was a man, his grip that
of a giant Then, to my surprise, the
fellow laughed oddly, snapping out his
light, and releasing his grip.
"Well,- If this don't beat h 11." he
said, In the tone of cheerful disgust
"Come In here and let me look you
over."
His hand closed on the sleeve of my
coat, and before I scarcely found timo
to catch my breath again I had been
dragged through a narrow opening and
became aware that a door shut silently behind me.
The fellow" gave me little opportunity to either act, or think. A match
flared, and was held aloft to a gas jet
which Instantly broke into a dull flame,
sufficient to render visible the full extent of the small room In which we
way I
stood. In some
was aware of bare walls, of a small
table opposite with some writing materials on it, and a short bench covered
by a blanket. I suppose I
things, yet all that I seemedtft perceive was the man frontiit
jwho
stared in my face, a qulzzlcasaale cn
his lips, as though still half uSM-talof the reality of my presence. fflTwas
tall, a trille angular, but exceedingly
with closely triiumed
beard and peculiar eyes
deeply set In a rather chalky face. He
broke the silence, evidently incllneij to
look upon this meeting as a jokew" .
"Don't recognize me, I reckon 7Well,
that ain't to be wondered at, for lively
enough you never saw me before.
Beats the devil though why ' you
should drift In here ; now I suppose it
will have to be
"
His words and manner gave' me a
new lease on life. Whoever the follow
might be he was seemingly friendly. I
must meet the fellow In that same
spirit and endeavor to extract from
him some knowledge of whom he supposed me to be.
"I do not quite get the drift of all
this," I ventured. "You Imply that you
know me."
"H 11, yes. Over in Bow Street, on
the other side. The Hartlebury robbery case. I'd been hearing about you
for years, and when that came on,I
took a chance and drifted into court
one day just to see what you looked
like, You've shaved your mustache,
and look ten years younger, but I
knew you, all right. I never forgeta
face. Say, who put you onto this game
Waldron?"
I nodded, taking a chance. "I'd have
bet my life he was the guy. I might
have known he would double-cros- s
me
some way. Of course a tip's a tip in
this game, and I don't blame you for
horning In. Naturally you never knew
this was my gamt how could you?
Waldron never said a word about me,
did he?"
"Not once."
"That is how I had it sized up, so I
don't hold any grudge against you.
Now listen," and he bent forward confidentially, lowering his voice, so 1
could barely distinguish the words.
"We'll talk It all over later, when we're
alone. 'Tain't exactly safe here, for
thesewalls are thin, and there Is, quite
a bunch around tonight. There's plenty
for the two of us, If we play the cards
right, and we'll let Waldron hold the
bag, What do you say, Daly?"
So my name was "Daly." Well, that
was Interesting at least, although It
gave me no new light. However, nothing remained for me to do except agree
to his blind proposition,
"That's mighty handsome of you.
What's the figure?"
"A million!" enthusiastically. "Walt
until I get a chance to explain the.
plan; it looks like Providence had just
handed us out the money."
"Why not explain the scheme to
me."
"Not now; there ain't time."
He
glanced at his watch, "and besides, for
all I know, some guy might be listening In to what, we say. You see there
s
is a bunch o'
In there waiting
for me to give them a song and dance.
I'm the big end right now, but I've got
.to.sing low until I'm sure what word
"these gui's have got from Washington.
After that I'll know how to trim sail.
You wait until I come back, Daly, and
then we'll plan this thing out. You
think I'm aiming to play fair, don't
.
you?"
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Do the People Know?
you know why you are asked to caU for Fletcher's Castoria
a child's remedy: why you must insist on Fletcher's?
For years we have been explaining how the popularity of
Fletcher's Castoria has brought out innumerable imitations, substitutes and counterfeits.
To protect the babies: to shield the homes and in defense of
generations to come we appeal to the better judgment of parents to
insist on having Fletcher's Castoria when in need of a child's medicine. And remember above all things that a child's medicine is
is not intermade for children a medicine prepared for grown-up- s
changeable. A baby's food for a baby. And a baby's medicine is
just as essential for the baby.
The Castoria Recipe (it's on every wrapper) has been prepared by
the eame hands in the same manner for so many years that the signature of Chas.H. Fletcher and perfection in the product are synonymous.
Do

when you want

MOTHERS SHOULD

y

ft

READ THE BOOKLET THAT

IS AROUND EVERY BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S

CASTORIA

1.2

CASTORIA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of
h

V

fifty-fifty.-

So Tightly Grasped
Be Nearly

at the Throat as to
Strangled.

to report what I had discovered, when
the prompt arrest of Alva, and a
would end the whole scheme.
It seemed simple enough, if I could

.

hell-cat-

-
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only find my way out safely.
But escape unobserved was far from
being assured. Any retreat by way of
the lighted passage was Impossible;
there were guards there at both ends ;
the'only hope lay in a blind effort forr
ward,
I accepted the only course possible,
and began to feel my way to the left,
skirting the wall of rough boardlr,g,
until It widened out Into what was apparently the larger room beyond. No
Sound reached me from any direction,
seemed to me there were three voices the silence and darkness oppressing
one speaking Spanish entirely, the me, as' though they had weight
. others using English.
One of the lat- -'
Yet one fact became more and more
clear the deliberate purpose with
ter spoke first.
" Tis a dirty night out, but good for which this deserted Iron factory had
our purpose. You came by motor, been prepared for a secret rendezvous.
Apparently, from without, it stood
Alonzo?"
"No. Wine said that was .too risky. grim, desolate and deserted, yet the
I walked from the car line. .What's Interior arrangements were such that
up? Do you know, Captain?"
conspirators could meet securely InThe fellow addressed exploded In side, protected from observation, in
Spanish.
rooms through whose walls no gleam
"Why you call me that? I tell you of light might be visible from either
my name !"
street or alley. Only an accident, or
"It's safe enough In here, but I'll be constant vigilance without, could reveal the true use to which the building
careful outside. What was this meetwas now being devoted. This knowling called for?"
"It was a message from Washing- edge rendered the peril of my own poton, orders maybe, that we act soon. sition, the more Intense. I could be
killed, murdered, and no man would
I hope It." '
Washington?
Is Méndez ever be the wiser. I would simply dis"Fmm
,
appear, vanish, and that would be the
.
here?"
"Saprlsta, no I Can he move with- end. .
'At that moment I Bad no thought but
out a dozen spies at ills heels? He- find
a messenger no one ever suspect. She to discover some means of escape. The
knowledge of the danger I was in
bring the word."robbed me of all courage. I was like
"She? A woman?"
"Sure I that was better. No oce a child afraid In the dark. I moved
know her ; no one ever see her with forward, Inch by Inch, feeling my way
"Ceatleman George."
our people. It was a good trick, and along the rough planking with one
It fool the pigs."
hand, my limbs actually trembling un'But who Is the woman?" 1;
der me. ,If I could only find some
TO BE CONTINUED.)
The other uttered a gruff exclama- opening; see some gleam of light;
Courage may be largely calloustion of disgust
break away from this terrible silent
ness ; but that kind is valuable, too.
"If I know, yon suppose I tell? Not darkness,.
--

'

Doesn't your
Don't they appeal to you?
A little. child.
heart yearn to pick them up, to cuddle them close' to you, to shield them
Being human you love
from all harm? sure it does else you're not human.
them. Their very helplessness makes you reach out in all your strength to aid
them. In health there's no flower so beautiful. In illness there's no night so
black.
'
Save them then. Use every precaution. Take no chance.
When sickness comes, as sickness will, remember it's just a baby, just a
child and if the Physician isn't at hand don't try some remedy that you may
have around the house for your own use.
Eetcher's Castoria was made especially for babies' ills and you can use
it with perfect safety as any doctor will tell you. Keep it in the house.

little baby,

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

A Hot One.
Dubbleigh "Don't you think society Is a bit of a bore?" Miss Keen
"Your society, Mr. Dubólelgh."
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SWAMP-ROO- T

KIDNEY AILMENTS
There is only one medicine that really
stands out
as a medicine for
curable ailments of the kidaeys, liver and
bladder.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Boo- t
stands the
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
upon
thousands of distressing cases.
Swamp-Roo- t
makes friends quickly because its mild and immediate effect is soon
realized in most cases.
It is a gentle,
healing vegetable

TH

Pleasant Dreams!
To dream of seeing a great number
of fireflies, deceit; that you are following a phantom, your wife is false,
and unless you are very careful your
living will be taken away from you.

Sure

Relief
íá)

;E LL-At-

compound.

Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
'However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cent to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper.

If he is your friend in fact, what
you sny "behind his back" Is always
kind.

FOR

NW

CBNTAUR COMPANY,

Western Ganada
Offers Health snd Wealth
and has brought contentment and happiness
to thousands of home seekers and their families who have started on her FREE homesteads
or bought land at attractive prices. They have
established Uieir own Domes and secured prosg
perity and independence. In the great
sections of the prairie provinces there
a nut io do nao on easy terms

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acre

h--

Rn t.AMQ
j.

a

land similar to that which through many
years haa yielded from 20 to 45 bushel
of wheat to the acre oats, barley and flax
also in great abundance, while raising
horses, cattle, sheep and hogs is equally
profitable. Hundreda of farmers in Western
Canada have raised crops in a single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
rural telephone, excellent markets
and shipping facilities. The climate and soil
offer inducements for almost every branch of
agriculture, x ne advantages tor
schools,

Dairying;, Mixed Farming

and Stock Raising

3S

INDIGESTION

Girls! Girls!!

Clear Your Skin

make a tremendous appeal to industrious
settlers wishing to improve their circumstances. For certificate entitling you
to reduced railway rates, illustrated
literature, maps, description of farm
opportunities in jvianicoDa, aaa
katchewan. Alberta and an-tis- h
Columbia, etc, write

tr

W.V.BENNETT
Room 4. Bee Building.
Omaha, Nab.

With Cuticura
Sup 25c.

Ointment ZS an

i 50c, Tali

25c.

..4

Colsnli.tlsn.
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C.n.di
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Every Girl Nine to Ninety
Must Have Some

Oh How Glorious to Be Free

From Rheumatism's Tortures !
Just suppose you could be free in the poisoned, Impoverished blood.
When this is so, you need an in- from your' deepseated, agonizing
remedy, one that will take
rheumatic aches and pains, your ternal
out the impurities that are torturstiff Joints and unsightly swellings! ing you, one like famous S.S.S.,
Wouldn't you give anything to get which has relieved thousands of
rid of them?
cases of rheumatism all over the
country just this way.
You have doubtless
Get S.S.S. from your
rubbed on outside treatdruggist today, and after
IIIUlÉMTrillrtlIll
ments; most rheumatism
starting with it write us
sufferers have. Some of
these take the' edge off
a history of your case,
the terrible pains for a
addressing Chief Medical
few hours, but they do
Advisor, 877 Swift Labnot strike at the cause,
oratory, Atlanta, Georwhich nearly always lies
gia.
II

YORK CITV.

mM

Both Divorced.- Irreverent Child.
"I call the Blanks the cream pf soFather "Just think, God made
those beautiful mountains!" Little ciety."
.
"Well, they've both been through the
Daughter "So could I, If I had the
separator."
dirt!"

Add that latest touch to any costume by
Organdy Flowers,
wearing dainty,
Best groomed ladies aU wearing them.
bouquet petite
colors,
regularly selling about two dollars, postpaid,
for only one dollar with names and addresses of five of
Guaranteed
to please you. Ask for plan to furnish material and teach you. LOI8 BRYANT, Box
120, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

MAMMOTH
ITI I126
have a bargain for
V

áZl

JACKS

yon, eome quick.

W. L. DeCLOW'8 JACK FABM
Cedar Kaplda, low
tsmviivaii0VSDbrOt. mm-

rncCKLES

Co., IS 71 MtchlsM Avnu, CMca

California Petroleum Co., Ill City Hall, San
Francisco, Calif., has safe and highly remuDividends, quarterly.
nerative Investment.

riisory
After Eating

Jo T.loro

Just Takes An Eatonlo
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"The first dose of Eatonlc did me
wonders. I take it at meals and am
no longer bothered with Indigestion,"
writes Mrs. Ellén Harris.
Thousands of people, like this dear
lady, gratefully testify about Eatonic,
which does Its wonders by taking up
and carrying out the excess acidity and
gases which bring on Indigestion,
heartburn, bloating, belching and food
repeating.
Acid stomach also causes
ail- -'
about seventy other
ments. Protect yourself. A big box
of Eatonlc costs but a trifle with your
druggist's guarantee.
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The little babe of E. J. H. Roy
:
":.
"t.xi U
accidently swallowed some 'ogg
The Co. Shpt.. Instructors,
shells last Saturday morning, and teachers w,em) picnicinsf
and as she had chocking spells
afternoon t;ohe canyons.
they rushed her with her moth- They all report a 'fjne' tirae and
er by Airplane ...to. Dawson,,
even tho it was a
ChMírn"Éxray photo was
Friday but jiOt .,the , 13t.b, All
examination máde. came- - back ' late in ' the evening
Mrsi Ro jr. returned Monday .with tired,all glad they went 'picnic-- .
the babe; and- - she is dwríjr níce ing..).-:Tbteachers;' Instructors
ly at presen having practically and the Co.' Supt. wish to thank
recovered,
ine tnp
those who donated their cars to
tp Dawson in . 45- minutes"; and take them to'.? the canyons and
'
while awaitiiig oh
Piback .......
lot Eillings made, a number of
trips pver the mountains there.
P'ri-da-

y

nd

drives away worry and brings

A bank, account

out the

comfortvit is'the beacon light pointing

wajs-mac-

ie

-

pathwp to peaceful old' age. Ona' dollar will

;

start an account at our bank.

.

JirsV-R.Q--

Passing Landmark , of Old .Manila
j

.

BANK GE RO

-

ft

.

Ju-3-

HOMER HOLMES '
Post Commander.
.

The Mesa is getting acquainted with aeroplanes from a practical standpoint. Ray Busey of
the J. E, Busey Company and B.
Billings who represents the E.
M. Laird; Aeroplane Company,
Wichita, Kánsas have been canvassing the whole country as far
as one hundred miles, from .here
for the sale of Western Electric
Power and Light Plants and
DeLaval' Milking .. Machines.'
Their method of travel has been
with the plane. Billings drives,
the Laird Swallow. Adv.
'

Messrs Schultz, Johnson and
Another hail storm on ' the
Keene
made a trip to Mosquero
Mesa near Mosquero Saturday!
Wednesday
evening on business.
d
scad one in the Liberty
Sunday brot in several
As soon as all
ball adjustments can be made,
checks will be mailed the diff erect losers. About $100,000 or
mwre will be paictbn the Mesa
p to date for losses.

NOW IS THE TIME TO DO IT

Í

J

Any one wishing to sell, buj
r exchange Real Estate, be
sn? and see J. B. Procter, the
EesJ Estate man, Mills New

3Snit.
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WE TAKE YOUR NOTE
NO INTEREST
.O

See Us Before it is TOO
j,

25, 2

,

f

stone are attending summer
Normal at Roy this week and
R. A. Pendleton is laying the next week.
cement floor in his new garage
;t
The Yates Brothers from Kep
seven
eights,
ThompSALE
Brown
Five
week.
and
FOR
this
hart were in Roy the latter
'foot log chain, see E. F. Henry.
son are doing the work.
part of the week on business.

INSURED

Áb-fco- tt,
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LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
Two pigs, two months old, one
red with black spots, and the
other white with black spots.
Have been gone for the past
ten days. Finder notify Harold Plumlee. City.

IF YOU ARE NOT

ed

see-oneio-

"

This Is a photograph of the famous old Bridge of Spain, Manila. It Is
now, a departed landmark of the Philippines, for its pláce has been taken by
one of the finest bridges In the entire Orient, the new Jones bridge.
The Jones Bridge is named In hOHoj; of the late Congressman W. A. Jones
cf Virginia, author of the Jones law b 1916 which promised the Filipinos
Independence upon the establishment 'of a stable government
The bid Bridge of Spain is called "the mother of Manllu's bridges." The
original bridge was built of pontoons sometime between the years 1590 and
1600, being known as the Bridge of Boats. The stone bridge shown above
was built about 1630. It was twice damaged by earthquakes, and was once
partly demolished by a flood.
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hail losses.

The first marriage License
in the New Count" "'as to
jFSdalfo Armejo, age 23 of
N. M. and MarcelinevD
Herrara, age 19 of Mills, N. M.

V3 perhave charge of
The
has been a busy
taining to the Brotherhood until place this week getting out job
the next regular meeting which work for the New County'' Ofwill be held in Roy some time ficers and numerous other ioh
during. 3Iarch 'next yeaiv
work. "ThV'job was "the making
oi some marriage license books
Manager J. W. Beck, owner of for the County Clerk and we bethe Beck Motor Company : made lieve we did a good job of,' it
a flying (real flying) to Rose- arid we guarantee that they tvill
bud last Wednesday morning tie you up right if you will yse
returning at nooiu W. L., Rus-s- one. If you care to
returned vith him. They them, they are worth only One
made the trip one may in 45 Dollar eash and County.. Clerk
minutes, and it takes 5 hours to Anderson will be glad tó' sejid'
r.
make it by auto and you have you one for the price stated.
'
got to go some then. Both reTh Ladies Missionery Society
port that it is a fine air trip and
Roy, met at Mrs. Chas
's
of
say that Flying beats Auto
Thursday
23rd,
June
to
pieces, and Joe is
travel all
thinking of putting in Hangers after going thru the regular rou
and an. Airplane Landing this tine, the hostess served a dainty
'
lunch which was appreciated by
summer.
all, those present report a fine
time. The Ladies hold their
W. H. Willcox and wife arriv- meetings regular
every two
ed in Roy Thursday from the weeks and they are accomplishranch near Wagon Mound and ing a great deal from the
will spend a few days in Roy.
Mr. Willcox informs us that the
lightning did not do a great deal
Frank Banks and Mrs.
of damage to his house altho it W.Mrs.
G. Johnson of near Gladgave it a good shaking.
-

neigh-lerhoo-

.

THore

WW.

MEN

All who wish to obtain Victory Medals will hand in or
mail to me an exact copy of
Xetsr Discharge as it has to be
signed by an Army Officer or
Psist Commander of Your nearest Legion Post.
It doesnt matter whether you
art a membei; oC.tüe Legion or
swt IH be' glad to do this.
Try and have yours in by f
13th so they will all go
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$36,000.00
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The F. S., Brown Motor Co.
NEW MEXICO BROTHERHOOD OF .THRESHERMEN have just received a large fre
ORGANIZED ight shipment of Red Top and
other makes of Fisk Tires
The Staté meeting of .New- wkich he: will offer tir the trade
'
Mexico Brothérhóod of Thresn- - at the very 'hilest,' reduced
ernien met at the Roy The itre pnces, ir you are m the marlast Monday and perfected their ket for, tires be sure and see him
:
State Organization.
before you make your purchas- The meeting was .called i$ w luí iic yau save yvu money
Virgil H. Anderson 5f this placé on' anything in the tire line.
and invitations had been snt to"
practically1 all Threshermen of íftJé .sure and watch next
Quite week's
the;;' state to be present.
n
for
a number iwere present at the the J. V. Beck Motor Commeeting and a number of mat- pany's big ad. They have some
ters of vast importance tó them thing of impdi-tancto tell you
was discussed and acted pon about Fords, and Fordsons and
The bad they will tell you all about them
by the organization.
roads kept a great many away in'the ad of next week,
that had intended ta make the
trip by auto to. Roy, but were
vBATTERIES
unable to get here.
When your, battery goes bad
V. H. Anderson was elected bring it to Busey, our work is
President of. the organization guaranteed. J. E. Busey Co.

'1'

' Born to Mr. and Mrs. Andres
Trtfjilto a fine baby girl at their
Lome near bolano on June 2nd,
.fl concerned are reported .doing
'Cicely and Andres was in' town
ednesday.
th,e cigars
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QUALITY and PRICE

M

P. S. WE STILL HAVE PLENTY OF 10 per cent
H MpNEYítOLÓkN ON REAL ÍÉSTÁT

.We pride ourselves on he QUALITY of our GROCERIES
apon our ability to render-the variety purity and freshness-a- nd
.

you SERVICE. That's a combination,

"

Fair view Pharmacy
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and, best of
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OUR PRICES SATISFY

The Roy Drug Store
'

o

.

O--

O-O

carry a full and complete line of Staple and Fancy Groceries,
and we make it a rule to keep our stock FRESH. If you are
particular about what you put on your table, then we
want your trade. We take a delight in pleasing peo-

We

A complete line of;
Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos.
Olceh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies

'
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All the Popular Drinks andjlc is. Hot Drinks in season.
4"

Stolid,

All thellat

r

,

SODA FOUNTAIN

NCWS

est Magazinesand daily papers

"

S.E.PA

Grocery Company

"A Square Deal Every Day"

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
(Proprietor.)
MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
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fWOORVTE AUTMOKS
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Around Town Gossip
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please you.

ESTABLISHED 1908

TOP WQfWlAKiO SANS

Remember there's a
standing invitation to you to visit this store
when you want THE BEST at prices
;
that will fit your purse and

ple who are particular.
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